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APPLICABILITY

The aircraft serial number eligibility bracket for application of this handbook is 28-7790001 through
28-7990589. The specific application of this handbook is limited to the Piper PA-28-l8l model airplane
designated by serial number and registration number on the face of the title page of this handbook.

This handbook cannot be used for operational purposes unless kept in a current status.

REVISIONS

The information compiled in the Pilot's Operating Handbook will be kept current by revisions
distributed to the airplane owners.

Revision material will consist of information necessary to update the text of the prcsent handbook
and/or to add information to cover added airplane equipment.

I. Revisions

Revisions will be distributed whenever necessary as complete page replacements or additions and shall
be inserted into the handbook in accordance with the instructions given below:

l. Revision pages will replace only pages with the same page number.
2. Insert all additional pages in proper numerical order within each section.
3. Page numbers followed by'a small letter shall be inserted in direct sequence with the same

common numbered page.

II. Identification of Revised Material

Revised text and illustrations shall be indicated by a black vertical line along the outside margin of the
pagp, opposite revised, added or deleted material. A line along the outside rnargn of the page opposite the
page number will indicate that an entire page wal added.

Black lines will indicate only currBnt revisions with changes and additions to or deletions of existing
text and illustrations. Changes in capitalization, spelling, punctuation or the physical location of material
on a page will not be identified by symbols.

ORIGINAL P.AGES ISSUED

The original pages issued for this handbook prior to revision are given below:

Title, ii through v, l-l tfuough l-14,2-1 throudr 2-8,3-1 through 3-12,+l through +16,5-1 through
5-28, 6.l through 6-52,7-l through 7-26,U|through 8-16, 9-l through 9-14, l$l through lG2.

ru



Revision
Number and

Code

Revised
Pages

Description of Revision
FAA Approval
Signature and

Date

Rev. I -761 624
(PR760804)

Rev.2 -761 624
(PR770120)

Rev.3 -761 624
(PR77022s)

34
3-l l
+7

2-r
2-2
6-i
641
643

+8
+14
+15
54
5-6
5-23
H
65
6-21

644
@8
7-21
lGt
lG2

l{
3-l I
4
+9
fl
649
7-25

6-35
G37

Revised "Never Exceed Speed" KIAS value.
Revised Airspeed Indicator Markines.
Revised report number at bottom of page.
Revised Arm and Moment for item 177.
Revised items 193, 195 and 197.

Revised Open Door procedure.
Revised para. 3.27 info.
Added Caution to par& 4.9;relocated material
to page 4-8.
Added relocated material from page 47.
Added Note to para. 4.31.
Revised stall speed in para.4.35.
Revised wording in para. 5.5 (c).
Revised fuel quantity figure in para. 5.5 (g).
Revised 55Vo & 7SVo rmge figures in Fig. 5-25.
Added A & B values to Fig. 5-1.
Revised weight and balance formula.
Added Weight, Arm and Moment to item 29 a.;
added item 29 b.; changed existing item 29 b.
to 29 c.
Revised item 79 Arm and Moment.
Revised item I l5 Dwg 990o2-S to -8 and item
I l7 Dwg. 99003-5 to -7.
Revised footnote.
Revised item 257b. Arm and Moment.
Added info to pua.7.25.
Revised 10.3(c); relocated material to page lO2.
Added relocated material from page 1Sl.

Corrected to "Meteorological."
Revised NOTE.
Revised' ttro t S tartlroce dure.
Reviscd 4.13 (b).
Revised Leveting Diagram illustration.
Revised Dwg. Nos. of items 287 and289.
Added ELT test info.

U.hA 6,a...
lVard Evans
August 4,1976

UarJ.
lVard Evans
laa.2O, 1977

U"r.J,6e-.
lVard Evans
Feb.25, 1977
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Revision
Number and

Rev.4-761624
(PR77071:)

Revised
Pages

l-3
l-l l, l-12,
1-13, l-14
2-2

Description of Revision

u
4-9

4-l 0
5-9

5-l 9
5-20

5-21

5-22

5-23

5-24

s-25

s-26

5-27

5-28

5-29
5-30
5-3 l
5-32
s-3 3
5-34
Gt7
6-33
645

646

647

Added new propeller to 1.5 and added footnote.
Revised section 1.21, Conversion Factors.

Added new propeller to 2.7 , item (i) and added
footnote.
Revised Starting With External Power Source.
Revised item 4.13 (d) Starting Engine With
External Power Source.
Added CAUTION.
Revised page nos.; revised titles;added pages;
added figures.
Added ser. nos.
Relocated Fig. 5-19 to page 5-21; added new
chart (Fig. 5-18).
Relocated Fig. 5-21 to page 5-23;added r+
located Fig. 5-19; added ser. nos.
Relocated Fig. 5-23 to page 5-25; added new
chart (Fig. 5-20).
Relocated Fig. 5-25 to page 5-27; added re.
located Fig. 5-21; added ser. nos.
Relocated Fig.5-27 to page 5-29; added new
chart (Fig. 5-22).
Relocated Fig. 5-29 to page 5-30; added re-
located Fig. 5-23; added ser. nos.
Relocated Fig. 5-31 to page 5-31; added new
chart (Fig. 5-24).
Relocated Fig. 5-33 to page 5-32; adfled re-
located Fig. 5-25;added ser. nos.
Relocated Fig. 5-35 to page 5-33; added new
chart (FU. 5-26).
Added page (added relocated Fie. 5-27).
Added page (added relocated Fig. 5-29).
Added page (added relocated Fig. 5-31).
Added page (added relocated Fig. 5-33).
Added page (added relocated Fig. 5-35).
Added page (int. blank).
Added item 3.
Added items 76 and 77.
Added item 223; renumbercd items; re-
located item.
Added relocated items; renumbered items;
added new items; relocated items; removed
footnotes ; added footnote.
Added relocated items; renumbered items;
added new items; relocated items; added
footnote.

PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK LOG OF REVISIONS (cont)

FAA Approval
Sigrrature and

Date
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PILOT'S OPERATING HANDBOOK LOG OF REVISIONS (cont)

Revision
Number and

Code
Description of Revision

FAA Approval
Signature and

Date

Rev.4 -761 624
(PR770712)

(cont)

Rev.5 -761 624
(PR780703)

648a

648b
@9

6.50
7-l
7-l 8

t4
)-)
2-7
3-3

3-7

+5

+9

+t2

5-5

5-25
5-26
5-27
s-28
6-l
6-35
ffil
642

643

644
6-50
7-21
7-24
8-i

&15

Added relocated items; renumbered items;
added new items; revised item 277;
relocated items ; added footnotes.
Added page (added relocated items and
new item).
Added page.
Renumbered items;revised items 325 and
329.
Renumbered items; revised item 349.
Added new propeller model to para. 7.5.
Revised alternate static source description
lr:,para.7.2l.

Revised note.
Revised propeller tolerance RPM.
Added additional Takeoff Check List.
Added Primer information to "Engine Power
loss During Takeoff'check tist.
Added Primer information to "Engine Power
Loss During Takeoff."
Added Primer information to "Before Takeoff"
check list.
Deleted "pressing in" of magneto switch as
necessary.
Added Primer checked information to para-
graph.
Changed item 5 from Cruise Fuel to Cruise
Fuel'Consumption.
Added note to gmph.
Added note to graph.
Added note to graph.
Added note to graph.
Oranged paragraph.
Ctranged item 93.
Added Collins VHF-250 to item 169, added
Collins VIR-350 to item l7l.
Relocated item 187, 189 and 19l;added items to
189 and l9l.
Relocated item 187, 189 and l9l, added items
194 and 195, changed item 195 to 196.
Relocated items 201 , 203 and 205, revised item 2l I
Added vendor information to item 349.
Added "Caution" to 7.23.
Removed ELT information from 7.37.
Added 8.29 Cold Weather Operation to table of
contents.
Added 8.29 Cold lUeather Operation.

lVard Evans
luly 12,1977

July 3, 1978

REPTORT: \E-790
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Revision
Number and

Code
Revised

Pages
Description of Revision

FAA Approval
Signature and

Date

Rev.6-761624
(PR7eo228)

Rev.7-761624
(PR790413)

Rer.8 -761 624
( PR800521)

t-6
l-12, l-13

6-l
6-33

G37
G4l
7- l0
7-n
7-24

G48
G48a

7-?4,7-25

iii
l-3
l-4
2-2
2-3
2-4
3-i
3-4
3-l I

4-i
4-5
4.6
4-t3
+14
5-l

5-3-5-6
5- l8
5-25.
5-26
5-27
5-28
5-29
5-30
5-3 r

6-l
6-3
Gl4
6- t9
6-37

Revised para. 1.19.
Revised para. 1.21.
Revised para. 6.1.
Renumbered existing items 75, 76,77 to 74,75,
76: added new items 77 and 78.

A, J€*,,
Ward Evans
Feb.28, 1979

Revised item I13.
Added item 178.
Revised para. 7.15.
Revised para. 7.15.
Revised para. 7.37.

Revised item 279.
Added item 280.
Revised para. 7.37.

Rerised applicability.
Revised para. 1.3.

Revised para. l.l l.
Revised para. 2.7.
Revised para. 2. I l.
Revised para.2.l3.
Added para. 3.28.
Added Carburetor lcing.
Added para. 3.28.
Renumbered para.; added para. 4.28.

Added descent info.: moved info. to pg.

Relocated info. from pg. 4-5.
Added para. 4.28.
Conti. para. 4.28.
Added warning.
Revised para. 5.5.
Revised fig. 5-15.
Revised fig. 5-23.
Revised fi5.5-24.
Revised fig. 5-25.
Revised frg. 5-26.
Revised frg. 5-27.
Revised fig. 5-29.
Revised fig. 5-31.
Rer ised para. 6. I .

Added caution.
Revised Fig. 6-15.
Revised item ll: added item 17.

.Added item 122: moved items 129 and
pg. 6-38.

t_I"e
Ward
April

Evans
13, 1979

4-6.

tor3r
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(cont)

Rer.9 -761 624
( PR840-1-10)

6-38
6-40

6-4t

6-42
7-l

7- l0
8-t I

t0-2

r-3
t-6.
l-7
2-l
") 't

_1-i

3-r
4-i
4-3.
4-5.
4-6
4-8
4-12
4-t4
4- t5
6-l
6--1

6-6
6-7
h-q.
6- l0
6-t7
7-tI
't-22

8-3
8-4
8-rI
8-l la.
8-ttb
9- t3

t0-i
r0-t.
I 0-2

Relocated items 129 and l3l from pg. 6-37.

fff:i;T;iTi;f: thru r77 rrom ps-6-4 r: Rer ised

Moved items 169 thru 177 to pg. 6-401
added item 180: relocated item 183 from pg. G4Z.
Moved item 183 to pg. 6-41.
Revised para. 7.5.
Revised para. 7.13.
Revised para. 8.19.
Added para. ().

Revised Table of Contents
Revised para. 1.7

Rer ised para. l. l9

Revised para. 2.1

Revised para. 2.7
Revised Table of Contents
Revised para. 3.1

Revised Table of Contents
Rerised para. 4.5

Added Note
Added Note
Revised para. 4.29
Move para. 4.31 from 4-14
Revised para. 6.1

Revised para. 6.3
Revised para. 6.5
Revised Fig. 6-5
Revised Fig. 6-7

Revised para. 6.9
Added Caution
Rerised para. 7.31
Revised para. 8.-1

Revised para. 8.5
Revised para. 8.21
Added new page

Revired Sec. -1(a)
Revised Table of Contents
Changed Sec. Title

Lr*I €,"*.
Ward Evans
May 23, 1980

D*I t o^o
Ward Ev'ans

March 30. l9ti4
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Signature and

Date

Rev. lO-161624
(PR900608)

Rev. l1-761 624
(PRl9040r )

l-3
t-4

8-l
8-3
8-4
8-1 1

8-11a
9-9

ii
iv-e
5-3
8- 10

Moved item (c) to pg.l-4.
Relocated item (c) frorn pg. l-3.
Revised item (c).
Revised para.8.1.
Revised para. 8.3.
Revised para. 8.5.
Revised para 8.19. Added Note.
Revised Fuel Grade Comparison Chart.
Revised Emergency Operation, Item (a) (2).

IJpdated copyright.
Added Rev. I I to L of R.
Revised Para. 5.5.
Revised Para.8.15.

-!,, A--.'a1-^l
tr. H. Trompler 

I

July 30. lee0 
|{@).)

tiri6AlWright 
I

April 1.2019 
I
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REVISED: APRIL 1,2019
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PTPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA,28,I8I, CTIEROKEE ARCHER II

SECTION I
GENERAL

SECTION I

GENERAL

I.1 INTRODUCTION

This Pilot's Operating Handbook is designed for maximum utilization as an operating guide for the
pilot. It includes the material required to be furnished to the pilot by C.A.R. 3 and FAR Pafi 21, Subpart J.

It also contains supplemental data zupplied by the airplane manufacturer.

This handbook is not desigred as a substihrte for adequate and competent flight instruction,
knowledge of current airworthiness direcdves, applicable federal air regulations or advisory circulars. It is
not intended to be a euide for basic flight instruction or a training manual and should not be used for
operational purposes unless kept in a curent status.

Assurance that the airplane is in an airworthy condition is the responsibility of the owner. The pilot in
command is responsible for determining that the airplane is safe for flieht. The pilot is also responsible for
remaining within the operating limitations as outlined by instrument markings, placards, and this
handbook.

Although the arrangement of this handbook is intended to increase its in'flight capabilities, it should
not be used solely as an occasional operating reference. The pilot strould shtdy the entire handbook to
familiarize himself with the limitations, performance, procedures and operational handling characteristics of
the airplane before flight.

The handbook has been divided into numbered (arabic) sections, each provided with a "finger-tip" tab
divider for quick reference. The limitations and emergency procedures have been placed ahead of the
normal procedures, performance and other sections to provide easier access to information that may be

required in flight. The "Emergency Procedurcs" Section has been furnished with a red tab divider to
present an instant reference to the section. hovisions for expansion of the handbook have been made by
the deliberate omission of certain paragraph numbers, figiur,e numbers, item numben and pages noted as

being left blank intentionally.

REPORT: Y8790
l-1

IIISUED: JUNE 18, 1976



SECTION I
GENERAL

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA.2&I8I, CHEROKEE ARCHER tr

t' t.00'
t

Wing Area (sq. ft.)
Min. Turning Radius (ft.)

(from pivot point to wingtip)

170.0
30.0

I'r.o"
I

THREE VIEW

Fieure l'l

(

REOnt: V8790
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PIPER AIN,CRAFT CORPORATION
PA.2&I8I, CIIEROKEE ARCHER II

SECTION I
GENERAL

I.3 ENGINES

(a) Number of Engines
(b) Engine Manufacturer
(c) Engine Model Number
(d) Rated Horsepower
(e) Rated Speed (rpm)
(O Bore (inches)
(g) Stroke (inches)
(h) Displacement (cubic inches)
(i) Compression Ratio
G) Engine Type

1.5 PROPELLERS

Number of Propellers
Prope ller M anuf ac turer
Model

Number of Blades
Propeller Diameter (inches)
( 1) Maximum
(2) Minimum
Propeller Type

1.7 FTIEL
AVCAS ONT.Y

(a) Fuel Capacity (U.S. gal) (total)
(b) Usable Fuel (U.S. gal) (total)
(c) Fuel Grade. Aviation

( l) Minimum Octane
Ql Specified Octane
(3) Alternate Fuel

1.9 oIL

(a) Oil Capacity (U.S. quarts)
(b) Oil Specification

(c) Oil Viscosity per Average Ambient Temp. for Starting

( l) Above 60oF
(2) 30oF to 90'F
(3) ooF to 70oF
(4) Below 10oF

fScrial nos. 28-7790001 through 28-7790607.
ftSerhl noc. 2t-7890001 and up.

ISSUED: JUNE lt, 1975
REVISED: MARCH 30, l9t4

I
Lycoming

0-36&'A4A or 0-36GA4M
180

27AO
5.t25
4.375
361.0
8.5: I

Four Cylinder, Direct Drive,
Horizontdly Opposed, Air Cooled

I
Sensenich

76EM8S5-S60.
or 76EMES5-O{2 tf

2

76
76

Fixed Pitch

100/ 130 Green
100'130 Green

Refer to latest issue of
Lycoming Instruction No. 1070.

8
Refer to latest issue of

Lycoming Senrice Instnrction I 014.

MULTI
S.A.E.40 or 50

s.A.E.40
S.A.E.40 or 20W-30

s.A.E.20w-30

(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)

(0

50
48

SINGLE
s.A.E.50
s.A.E.40
s.A.E.30
s.A.E.20

REPORT: v&790
r-3



SECTION I
GENERAL

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA.2&I8I, CHEROKEE ARCHER tr

I.1I MA)(IMUM WEIGHTS

(a) Maximum Takeoff Weight (lbs)
(b) Maximum Landing Weight (lbs)
(c) Maximum Weights in Baggage Compartment

1.13 STAI.IDARD AIRPLAI.IE WEIGIITS*

(a) Standard Empty Weight (lbs): Weight of a
standard airplane including unusable fuel,
full operating fluids and full oil.

(b) Maximum Useful Load (lbs): The difference
between the Maximum Takeoff Weight and
the Standard Empty Weight.

I.I5 BAGGAGE SPACE

(a) Compartment Volume (cubic feet)
(b) Entry Width (inches)
(c) Entry Height (inches)

I.I7 SPECINC LOADINGS

(a) Wing Loading (lbs per sq ft)
(b) Power Loading (lbs per hp)

rThese values are
Standard Empty
specified.

REFORT: VB-790
t4

and may vary from one
and Useful Load value

aircraft to another.
to be used for C.G.

UTILITY
2r30
2130

0

l4l6

I 134

15.0
t4.2

Refer to Figure 6-5 for the
calculations for the aircraft

NORMAL
2550
2550

200

24
)')
20

approximate
Weight value

ISSUED: JLJNE 18, 1976
REVISED: MAY 23,19t0



PIPER AIRCRA.F'T C ORPORATION
PA.28.181. CTMROKEE ARCHER TI

SECTION I
GENERAL

I.I9 SYMBOLS, ABBREVIATIONS AND TERMINOLOGY

The lollowing detlnitions are of symbols, abbreviations and terminology used throughout the

handbook and tltose which may be of added operational significance to the pilot.

(a) General Airspeed Terminology and Symbols

CAS Calibrated Ainpeed means the indicated speed of an aircraft,
corrected for position and instrument error. Calibrated airspeed is

equal to true airspeed in standard atmosphere at sea level.

Calibrated Airspeed expressed in "Knots."

Ground Speed is the speed of an airplane relative to the ground.

Indicated Airspeed is the speed of an aircraft as shown on the

airspeed indicator when corrected for instrument error. IAS values

published in this handbook assume zero instrument error'

Indicated Airspeed expressed in "Knots."

Mach Number is the ratio of true airspeed to the speed of sound.

True Airspeed is the airspeed of an airplane relative to undisturbed
air which is the cAS corrected for altitude, temperature and

compressability.

Maneuvering speed is the maximum speed at which application of
full available aerodynamic control will not overstress the airplane.

Maximum Flap Extended Speed is the highest speed permissible

with wing flaps in a prescribed extended position.

Never Exceed Speed or Mach Number is the speed limit that may

not be exceeded at anY time.

Maximum structural cruising speed is the speed that should not
be exceeded except in smooth air and then only with caution'

Statling Speed or the minimum steady flight speed at which the

airplane is controllable.

Stalling Speed or the minimum steady flight speed at which the

airplane is controllable in the landing confiSuration'

Best furgleof{limb speed is the airspeed which deliven the
greatest gain of altitude in the shortest possible horizontal
distance.

Best Rateof{limb Speed is the airspeed which delivers the
greatest gain in altitude in the shortest possibte time'

'V4

vY

REPQBT: vB-7eo
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cEf.IERAL

PIPER AIRC RAFT CORPORATION
PA.2&I8I, CHEROKEE ARCHER tr

(b) Meteorological Terminology

ISA

OAT

Indicated Pressure
Altitude

Prcssure Altitude

Station Pressure

Wind

lnternational Standard Atmosphere in u'hich:
The air is a drv perfect gas:
The temperature at sea lelel is l5o Celsius (59c Fahrenheit):
The pressure at sea level is 29.92 inches hg. (1013.2 mb):
The temperature gradient from sea lerel to the altitude at uhich
the temperature is -56.5o C (-69.7o F) is -0.00198o C
(-0.003564' F) per foot and zero abore that altitude.

Outside Air Temperature is the free air staiic temperature,
obtained either from inflight temperature indications or ground
meteorological sour@s, adjusted for instrument error and
c ompressibility e ffects.

The number actually read from an altimeter when the barometric
subscale has been set to 29.92 inches of mercury ( 1013.2 millibars).

Altitude measured from standard sea-level presure (29.92 in.Hg)
by a pressure or barometric altimeter. It is the indicated pressure
altitude corrected for position and instrument error. [n this
handbook, altimeter instnrment errors are assumed to be zero.

Actual atmospheric pressure at field elevation.

The wind velocities recorded as variables on the charts of this
handbook are to be understood as the headwind or tailwind
components of the reported winds.

ISSUED: JUNE lt, 1976
REVISED: MARCH 30, l9t4

REPORT: vB-790
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA.28.18I, CIIEROKEE ARCHER II

SECTTON t
GENERAL

(c) Power TerminologY

Takeoff Power

Maximum Continuous
Power

Maximum Climb Power

Maximum Cruise Power

(d) Engine Instnrments

EGT Gauge

ISSUED: JUNE lt. 1976
REVISED: MARCH 30, 19t4

Maximum power permissibte for takeoff'

Maxirnum power permissibte continuously during flight'

Maximum power permissible during climb'

Mrximum poltr pcrmissibb during cnrir'

Exhaust Gas TemPerature Gauge

(e) Airplane Performance and Fliglrt Planning Terminology

Climb Gradient

Demonstrated Crosswind
Velocity

Accelerate-StoP Distance

Route Sogment

The demonstrated ratio of the change in height during a portion of

" .ti*u, to the horizontal distance traversed in the same time

interval.

The demonstrated crosswind velocity is the velocity of the

crosswind component for which adequate control of the airplane

aining-t.tioff and landing was actually demonstrated during

certilication tests.

The distance required to accelerate an airplane to a specified speed

.nO, ,ttr*i"g i.it*. of an engine at the instant that speed is

attained, to bring the airplane to a stop'

A part.of a route. Each end of that part is identified by: (l) a

ii,igr.pnira location; or (2) a point at which a definite radio fix
csr be established.

REPORT: v8790
l-7
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA.2&I8I, CHEROKEE ARCHER U

(D Weight and Balance Terminology

Reference Datum An imaginary vertical plane from which all horizontal distances are

measured for balance purposes.

Station A location along the airplane fuselage usually given in terms of
distance from the reference datum.

Arm The horizontal distance from the rcference datum to the center of
gravity (C.G.) of an item.

Moment The product of the weight of an item multiplied by its arm.
(Moment divided by a constant is used to simplify balance

calculations by reducing the number of digits.)

Centerof Gravity The point at which an airplane would balance if suspended. Its
(C.G.) distance from the rcference datum is found by dividing the total

moment by the total weight of the airplane.

C.G. Arm The arm obtained by adding the airplane's individual moments and

dividing the sum by the total weight.

C.G. Limits The extreme center of gravity locations within which the airplane
must be operated at a given weight.

usable Fuel Fuel available for flight planning'
I

Unusable Fuel Fuel remaining after a runout test has been completed in
accordance with governmental regulations.

Standard Empty Weight lVeight of a standard airplane including unusable fuel, full
operating fluids and full oil.

Basic Empty Weight Standad empty werght plus optional equipment.

Payload Weight of occupants, car8p and baggaSp.

Useful Load Differenoe between talceoff weight, or ramp weight if applicable,
and basic empty weight.

Maximum Ramp lVeight Maximum weight approved for gound maneuver. (It includes
weight of start, ta:ti and run up fuel.)

Maximum Takeoff Maximum weight approved for the start of the takeoff run.

Weight

Maximum Landing Maximum weight approved for the landing touchdown.
Weight

Maximum Zero Fuel Maximum weight exclusive of usable fuel.
Weight

ISSUED: Jl,rNE 18,1976REFORT: V&790
l{
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SECTION T

GENERAL

I.2I CONVERSION FACTORS

MULTIPLY

acres

atmospheres (atm)

bars (bar)

British Thermal Unit
(BTU)

centimeters (cm)

centimeters of
mercury at OoC
(cm Hg)

centimeters Per
second (cm/sec.)

cubic centimeters
(cm3)

cubic feet (cu.ft.)

EY

0.4u7
43560
0.0015625

16
29.92
1.0133
1.033
r4.70
2tr6

o.98692
14.503768

0.25199s8

0.3937
0.032808

0.01316
0.3937
0.1934
27.85
135.95

0.032808
1.9685
0.02237

0.03381
0.06102
3.531 x t0{
0.001
2.642x l0{

283r1
0.028317
1728
0.037037
7.481
28.32

IA_oBrAIN

ha
sq. ft.
sq. mi.

cm Hg
in. Hg
bar
kg/cm2
lb./sq. in.
lb./sq. ft.

atm.
lb./sq. in.

kg-cal

in.
ft.

atm
in.Hg
lb./sq. in.
tU./sq.ft.
kdm'

ft./sec.
ft./min.
mph

fl. oz.
cu. in.
cu. ft.
1

U.S.gal.

cm3
m3
cu. in.
cu. yd.
U.S. gal.
I

1 /sec.
mrimin.

cubic meters per
minute (m3/min.)

cubic yards (cu. yd.)

degrees (arc)

degrees per second
(deg./sec.)

drams, fluid (dr. fl.)

drams, avdp.
(dr. avdp.)

feet (fL)

feet per minute
(ft/min.)

MULTIPLY TO OBTAIN

cubic inches (cu. in.) 16.39 - cm3
1.639 x l0-5 m3
5.787 x l0a cu. ft.
0.5541 fl. oz.
0.01639 I
4.329 x lo'3 U.S. gal.

0.01732 U.S. qt.

cubic meters (m3) 61024 cu. in
1.308 cu. yd.
35.3147 cu. ft.
264.2 U.S. eal.

35.3147 cu. ft./min.

27 cu. ft.
0.7646 m3
202 U.S. gal.

0.01745 radians

0.01?45 radians/sec.

0.125 fl. oz.

0.0625 oz. avdP.

30.48 cm
0.3048 m
12' in.
0.33333 yd.
0.0606051 rod
1.894 x l0{ mi.
1.645 x tOa NM

0.01136 mph
0.01829 km/hr.
0.508 cm/sec.
0.00508 m/sec.

cubic feet per minute 0.472
(cu ft./min.) 0.028317

ISSLJED: rl,JNE 18, 1976
REYISED: IULY lz,l$l1

'REFORT: V&790
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MULTIPLY

feet per second
(ft./sec.)

l' foot-pounds (ft..lb.)

foot-pounds per
minute (ft.-lb./min.)

fmt-pounds per
second (ft.-lb./sec.)

gallons, Imperial
(lmperial gal.)

gallons, U.S.dry
(U.S. gal. dryl

gallons, U.S. tiquid
(U.S. gat.1

gallons per acre
(gal./acre)

gams (g)

grams per centimeter
(eicm)

gams per cubic
centimeter (g/cm 3)

REFORT: VB-790
t.t2

BY TO OBTAIN

0.6818
1.097
30.48
0.5921

0. r 38255
3.24 x lOa

3.030 x l0-5

277.4
1.201
4.546

268.8
1.555 x l0't
1.t64
4.405

231
0.1337
4.951 x l0'3
3785.4
3.785 x l0'3
3.785
0.83268
r28

9.353

0.001
0.3527
2.205 x l0'3

0.1
6.721 x lO'2
5.601 x l0'3

1000
0.03613
62.43

mph
km/hr.
cm/sec.
kts.

m-kg
kg-cal

hp

1.818 x l0'5 hp

cu. in.
U.S. gal.
I

cu. in.
cu. ft.
U.S. gal.
I

cu. in.
cu. ft.
cu. yd.
cm3
m3
I
Imperial gal.
fl. oz.

llha

kg
oz. avdp.
lb.

kg/m
rb./ft.
lb./in.

kg/mt
lb./cu. in.
lb./cu. ft.

MULTIPLY

hectares (ha)

horsepower (hp)

horsepower, metric

inches (in.)

inches of mercury
at 0'C (in. Hg)

inch-pounds (in.-lb.)

kilograms (kg)

kilogramralories
(krcal)

kilograms per cubic
meter (kg/m3)

kilograms per
hectare (kg/ha)

kilograms per square
centimeter (kg/cm? )

TO OBTAIN

acres
sq. tl.
62

ft.-lb./min.
ft.-lb./sec.
m-kg/sec.
metric hp

m-kgi sec.
hp

mm
cm
m
ft.
yd.

atrn
lb./sq. in.
lb./sq. ft.
kg/m2
cm Hg
mm Hg

m-kg

lb.
oz. avdp.
oE

BTU
ft.-lb.
m'kg

lb./cu. ft.
g/cm3

lb./acre

atm
in. Hg
lb./sq. in.
lb./sq. ft.

BY

2.471
107639
10000

33000
5s0
76.U
1.014

75
0.9863

25.40
2.540
0.4254
0.08333
0.027777

0.033421
o.49t2
70.73
345.3
2.540
25.N

0.011521

2.2U622
35.27
1000

3.9583
3087
426.9

o.46243
0.001

0.892

0.9678
28.96
t4.22
2048

I*SUED: ILJNE 18, 1976
REYISED: FEBRUARY 2t, t9Z9
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SECTION I
GENERAL

MULTIPLY

kilograms per square
meter (kei m 2)

kilometers (km)

kilometers per hour
(km/hr.)

knots Gt)

liten (l)

liters per hectare
(l/ha)

liters per second
(l/sec.)

meters (m)

meter-kilogram
(m'kg)

p_qBrAlN

fl. oz./acre
eal.lrcrc

cu. ft./min.

BY

1.896 x l0'3 in. Hg
1.422 x l0'3 lb./sq. in.
0.2048 tU./sq.ft'

I x l0's cm
3280.8 ft.
0.6214 mi.
0.53996 NM

0.91 l3 ft./sec.
58.68 ft.lmin.
0.53996 kt
0.6214 mPh
0.27778 m/sec.
16.67 m/min.

I nautical mPh
1.689 ft./sec.
1.1516 statute mPh
1.852 kmlhr.
51.48 m/sec.

1000 cm3
51.02 cu. in.
0.03531 cu. ft.
33.814 fl. oz.
0.2&172 U.S. gal.
A.22OO Imperial gal.
1.05669 qt.

t3.69
0.107

2.t2

39.37 in.
3.280840 ft.
1.0936 yd.
0.198838 rod
6.214x l0'- mi.
5.3gg6x l0' NM

7.23301 ft.-lb.
86.798 in.-lb.

I$LED: JIJNE 18, 1Y76
REYISED: FEBRUARY 2t. 1979

MULTIPLY

meters per minute
1sr/min.)

meters per second
(mlsec.)

microns

miles statute (mi.)

miles per hour
(mph)

miles per hour
square (m/hr. sq.)

millibars

millimeters (mm)

millimeters of
mercury at OoC
(mm He)

nautical miles
(NtI)

ounces, avdp.
(oa avdp.)

ounces, fluid
(fl. oz.)

0.06

3.280840
196.8504
2.237
3.6

3.937 x l0'5

5280
1.6093
1609.3
0.8684

4.704t
4.470 x l0'r
t.467
88
1.6@3
0.8684

2.151

2.953 x l0'2

0.03937

0.03937

6080
l.r 5l6
1852
1.852

28.35
t6

8
29.57
1.805
0.o296
0.0078

19 IBTAIN

km/hr.

ft./sec.
ft.lmin.
mph
km/hr.

in.

ft.
km
m
NM

cm/sec.
m/sec.
ft./sec.
ft./min.
km/hr.
kt

ft./sec. sq.

in. Hg

in.

in.Hg

BY

ft.
statute mi.
m
km

oD
dr. avdp.

dr. fl.
cm3
cu. in.
I
U.S. gal.

REFORT: VB{9O
l-13
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IvIULTIPLY

ounces. fluid per
acre (fl. oz./
acre )

pounds (lb.)

pounds per acre
(lb./acre)

pounds per cubic
foot (lb./cu. ft.)

pounds per cubic
inch (lb./cu. in.)

pounds per square
foot (lb./sq. ft.)

pounds per square
inch (psi or
lb./sq. in.)

quart, U.S. (qt.)

radians

radians per second
(radians/sec.)

revolutions (rev.)

revolutions per
minute (rpm or
rev.lmin.)

revolutions per
second (rev./sec.)

REPORT: Ve790
l.l4

BY TO OBTAIN

0.073 l/ha

0.453s92
453.6
3.108 x l0-2

l.l2l

16.02

1778
27.68

0.1414
4.88243
4.725 x 104

5.1 71 5
2.036
0.06804
0.0689476
703.1

0.94635
57.749

57.30
0.1592

57.30
o.t592
9.549

6.283

0.1047

kg/mr

lb./cu. ft.
8/cms

in. Hg
kslm'
atm

cm Hg
in. Hg
atn
bar

. ke/m2

I
cu. in.

deg. (arc)
reY.

deg./sec.
rev./sec.
rpm

radians

radians/sec.

kg
oE
slug

kg/ha

6.283 radians/sec.

slug

square centimeters
(cm')

square feet (sq. ft.)

MULTIPLY

rod

BY

16.5
5.5
s.029

32.t74

0. I s50
0.001076

929
0.092903
144
0.llll
2.296 x l0'5

6.4515
6.94x l0'3

0.3861

t0.76391
1.1 96
0.0001

2.590
640

30.25

0.8361
'9

0.0330579

0.9t44
3
36
0.181818

TO OBTAIN

ft.
yd.
m

lb.

sq.in.
sq. ft.

cm2
m2
sq.in.
sq.yd.
acres

cm2
sq. ft.

sq. mi.

sq. ft.
sq.yd.
ha

km2
acres

sq.yd.

m2
sq. ft.

.sq. 
rods

m
ft.
in.
rod

square inches
(sq. in.)

squilre kilometers
(km')

square meten (mz)

square miles (sq. mi)

square rods (sq. rods)

square yards (sq. yd.)

yards (yd.)

ISSUED: rLrNE 18, lYI6
REVISED: JULY 12,lYI1
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PTPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA.28.I8I. CHEROKEE ARCHER II

SECTION 2
LIMITATIONS

SECTION 2

LIMITATIONS

2.1 GENERAL

This section provides the "FAA Approved" operating limitations. instrument markings. color coding
and basic placards necessary for the operation of the airplane and its systems.

This airplane must be operated as a normal or utility category airptane in compliance with the
operating limitations stated in the form of placards and markin5 and those given in this section and this
complete handbook.

Limitations associated with those optional systems and equipment which require handbook
supplements can be found in Section 9 (Supplements).

2.3 AIRSPEED LIIIIITATIONS

SPEED

Never Exceed Speed (Vm ) - Do not exceed this speed in
any operation.

, Maximum Structural Cruising Speed (Vxo) - Do not
exceed this speed except in smooth air and then only
with caution.

Design Maneuvering Speed (Ve) - Do not make full or
ab,nrpt control movements above this speed.

At 2550 LBS. G.W.
At I634 LBTI. G.W.

Morimum Flaps Extended Speedryp) - Do not excecd
this speed with the flaps extended.

ISSUED: JUNE lt, 1976
REVISED: MARCH 30, l9t4

154 148

t2tt25

KIAS KCAS

r00

REPORT: vB-790
2-l

111
89

l13
89

CAI,'TION

Maneuvering speed decreases at lighter weight as the effects of
aerodynamic forces become more pronounced. Linear
interpolation may be used for intermediate gross weights.
Manuevering speed strotrld not be exceedcd while operating in
rough air.

t02
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2.5 AIRSPEED INDICATOR MARXINGS

MARKING

Red Radial Line (Never Exceed)

Yellow Arc (Caution Range - Smooth Air Only)

Green Arc (Normal Operating R.ngp)

White Arc (Flap Down)

2.7 POWER PLAIYT LIIiIITATIONS

(a) Number of Engines
(b) EngineManufacturer
(c) Engine Model No.

(d) Engine Operating Limits
(l) Maximum Horsepower
(2) Maximum Rotation Speed (RPM)
(3) Maximum Oil Temperature

(e) Oil Presue
Minimum (red line)
Maximum (red line)

(0 Fuel Pressure
Minimum (red line)
Maximum (red line)

(g) Fuel Grade (AVGAS ONLY) (minimum octane)
(h) Number of Propellers
(i) PropellerManufacturer
0) Propeller Model

(k) Propeller Diameter
Minimum
Maximum

(l) Propeller Tolerance (static RPM at maximum
permissible throttle setting)

No additional tolerance permitted.

IAS

(ls4 KTS)

(125 KTS to 154 KTS)

(55 KTS to 125 KTS)

(49 KTS to 102 KTS)

I
Lycoming

0360-A4A or 0-360-A4M with
carburetor setting I G3878

180
27A0

245.F

25 PSI
90 PST

.5 PST

8 PSI
l00l 130 - Creen

I
Sensenich

76EMES5-O60.
or 76EISlffi2 "

76IN.
76IN.

Not above 2425 RPMi
Not below 2325 RPM*

Not above 2375 RPM*I
Not below 2275 RPMr,i

ISSUED: JUNE lE. 1975
REVISED: MARCH 30, l9t4

tscrid nos. 28-7790001

'rllcrial nos. 28-7890001

REPORT: VB-790
2-2

through 2*7790607,
and up.
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2.9 POWER PLANT TNSTRI.JMENT MARKINGS

(a) Tachometer
Green Arc (Normal Operating Range)
Red Line (Maximum Continuous Power)

(b) Oil TemPerature
Green Arc (Normal Operating Range)
Red Line (Maximum)

(c) Oil hessure
Green Arc (Normal Operating Ranee)
Yellow Arc (Caution Range) (Idle)
Red Line (Minimum)
Red Line (Maximum)

(d) Fuel Pressure
Green Arc (Normal OPerating Rrnge)
Red Line (Minimum)
Red Line (Maximum)

2.1I WEIGHT LIMITS

(a) Maximum Weieht
(b) Maximum Baggage

NORMAL
2550 LBS

200 LBS

weight as limited

500 to 2700 RPM
27OO RPM

75o to 245"F
245"F

60 PSI to 90 PSI
25 PSI to 60 PSI

25 PSI
90 PSI

.5 PSI to 8 PSI
.5 PST

8 PSI

UTILITY
2l30 LBS I

O LBS

REBORT: V8790
2.3

NOTE

Refer to Section 5 (Performance) for maximum
by performance.

ISSUED: ILJNE 18, 1976
REYISED: MAY23,l9t0
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2.I3 CENTER OF GRAVITY LII{ITS

(a) Normal Category

Weieht
Pounds

2550
2050 (and less)

(b) Utility Category

Weight
Pounds

2050 (and less)
2t30

Steep Tums
Lazy Eiglrts
Chanddlcc

2.I7 FLIGIIT LOA.D FACTORS

(a) Positive [,oad Factor (Maximum)
(b) Negative Load Factor (Maximum)

REPTORT: V&790
24

Forward Limit
Inches Aft of Datum

88.6
82.4

Forward Limit
Inches Aft of Datum

82.0
t3.0

Entry Speed
113 KLAS
I 13 rIAS
l 13 KIAS

NORMAL
3.8 c

Rearward Limit
lnches Aft of Datum

93.0
93.0

Rearward Limit
lnches Aft of Datum

UTILITY
4.4 c

93.0
93.0

NOTES

Straight line variation between points grven.

The datum used is 78.4 inches ahead of the wing leading edge at
the inboard intersection of the straieht and tapered section.

It is the rcsponsibility of the airplane owner and the pilot to inzure
that the airplane is property loaded. See Section 6 (Weieht and
Balance) for pmper loading instnrctions.

2.15 MANEI.IVER LIMITS

(a) Normal Category - All acrobadc maneuven including spins prohibited.
(b) Utility Category - Approved maneuvers for bank angles exceeding 60o.

No inverted maneuvers approved

ISSI,JED: JI,JNE lE, 1976
REVISED: MAY23,l9t0
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LIMITATIONS

2.I9 TYPES OF OPERATION

The airplane is approved for the following operations when equipped in accordance with FAR 9l or
FAR I35.

(a) Day V.F.R.
(b) Nisht v.F.R.
(c) Day I.F.R.
(d) Nisht I.F.R.
(e) Non lcing

2.2I FT'EL LIMMATTONS

(a) Totd Capacity 50 U.S. GAL
(b) Unusable Fuel 2 U.S. GAt

The unusable fuel for this airplane has been determined
as 1.0 gpllon in each wing in critical flight attitudes.

(c) Usable Fuel 48 U.S. GAL
The usable fuel in this airplane has been determined as

24.0 gallons in each wing

REPTORT: V8790
2-5

IIISUED: JUNE 18, 1976
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2.23 PLACARDS

In full view of the pilot:

..THIS AIRPLAM MUST BE OPERATED AS A NORMAL OR
UTILITY CATEGORY AIRPLANE IN COMPLTANCE WITH

Ii^'.?'*'ff ilXf*''lt'JtIt"ili'Hlffi : 
IN rHE F o RM o F

ALL MARKINGS AND PLACARDS ON THIS AIRPLANE
APPLY TO TTS OPERATION AS A UTILTTY CATEGORY

tHltT?"*lot,s?*# +H ffi8fi," sf,ryfffi,[
HANDBOOK.

NO ACROBATIC MA}.IEWERS ARE APPROVED FOR
NORMAL CATEGORY OPERATIONS. SPINS ARE
PROHIBITED FOR NORMAL AI.{D UTILITY CATEGORY.''

In futl view of the pilot, one of the following takeoff checklists and the following landing check list
will be installed:

TAKEOFF CTIECK LIST

Mixturc set
Seat backs erect

Fuel on proper tuk
Electric fuel pump on
Engine gauges checked
Flaps - set
Carb heat off

Fuel on proper tank
Electric fuel PumP on
Engine gauges checked
Flaps - set
Carb heat off

Fuel on proper tank
Mixture rich
Electric fuel pump on

The "AIR COND OFF"
conditioned aircraft only.

TAKEOFF CHECK LIST

Mixture set
Primer locked
Seat backs erect

LANDING CHECK LIST

Seat back erect

Fasten belts/harness
Trim tab - set
Controls - free
Door - latched
Air Conditioner - off

Fasten belts/harnes
Trim tab - set
Controls - free
Door - latched
Air conditioner - off

Flaps - set (102 KIA,S ma,t.)
Fasten belts/hamess
Air Conditioner - off

item in the above talaoff and landing check lists is mandatory for air
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In full view of the pilot, in the area of the air conditioner control panel when the arr conditioner is

installed:

..WARNING - AIR CONDTTIONER MUST BE OFF TO INSURE
NORMAL TAKEOFF CLTMB PERFORMANCE.''

Adjacent to upper door latch:

..ENGAGE LATCH BEFORE FLIGHT.''

On inside of the baggage compartment door:

- ..BAGGAGE MAXIMUM 2OO LBS''
..UTILITY CATEGORY OPERATION . NO BAGGAGE OR AFT
PASSENGER S ALLOWED. NORMAL CATEGORY OPE RATION
. SEE PILOT'S OPERATTNG HANDBOOK WETGHT AND
BALANCE SECTION FOR BAGGAGE AND AFT PASSENGER
LIMITATIONS.''

ln full view of the pilot:

..MANEIJ\y'ERING SPEED I13 KIAS AT 2550 LBS. (SEE
P.O.H.)"

..UTILITY CATEGORY OPERATTON . NO AFT PASSENGERS
ALLOWED.''

..DEMONSTRATED CROSS WIND COMPONENT - 17 KTS.''

On the instrument panel in full view of the pilot when the oil cooler winterization kit is installed:

..OIL COOLER WINTERIZATION PI.ATE TO BE REMOVED
WHEN AMBIENT TEMPERATURE EXCEEDS sOOF."

In full view of the pilot:

..tFTIIJry CATEGORY OPERATION ONLY."
(I) NO AFT PASSENGERS ALLOWED.
(2.) ACROBATIC MAI.{EWERS ARE LIMTTED TO TI{E FOLIOIVING:

ENTRY SPEED
SPINS PROHIBITED
SIEEPTI.'RNS 1I3 KIAS
LAZY EIGTITS I 13 KIAS
CHANDELLES I 13 KIAS

On the instrument panel in full view of the pilot:

..WARNING - TURN OFF STROBE IJGTITS WHEN TAXIING
IN VICIMTY OF OTHER AIRCRAFT, OR DURING FLIGHT
THROUGH CIOUD, FOG OR HAZE.''

REIORT: V.}79O
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SECTION 3
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

SECTION 3

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

3.I GENERAL

The recommended procedures for coping with various types of emergencies and.critical situations are
provided bv this section. All of required (FAA regulations) emergency procedures and those necessarv for
the operation of the airplane as determined by the operating and design features of the airplane are
presented.

Emergencv procedures associated with those optional systems and equipment which require handbook
supplements are provided in Section 9 (Supplements).

The first portion of this section consists of an abbreviated emergencv check list which supplies an
action sequence for critical situations with little emphasis on the operation of systems.

The remainder of the section is devoted to amplified emergency procedures containing additional
information to provide the pilot with a more complete understanding of the procedures.

These procedures are suggested as the best course of action for coping with the particular condition
described. but are not a substitute for sound judgment and common sense. Pilots should familiarize
themselves with the procedures given in this section and be prepared to take appropriate action should
an emergency arise.

Most basic emergenc!'procedures. such as power off landings. are a normal part of pilot training.
Although these emergencies are discussed here. this information is not intended to replace such training.
but onlv to prol'ide a source of reference and review. and to provide information on procedures which are
not the same for all aircraft. It is suggested that the pilot review standard emergency procedures
periodically ro remain proficient in them.

ISSUED: JUNE tt, 1975
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3.3 EMERGENCY PROCEDURES CHECK LIST

ENGINE FIRE DURING START

Starter crank engine

IVlixure . '..idlecut-off
Throttle . oPen

Electricfuelpump . '..OFF
Fuelselector ..OFF
Abandon if fire continues

ENGTNE POWER LOSS DURING TAKEOFF

If sufficient runway remains for a normal landing,
land straight ahead.

If insufficient runway remains:
Maintain safe airspeed
Make only shallow turn to avoid obstructions
Flaps as situation requires

If sufficient altitude has been gained to attempt a

restart:
Maintain safe airspeed
Fuel selector switch to tank

containing fuel
Electric fuel pump . check ON
Mixture check RICH
Carburetorheat .:....ON
Primer ' 'locked
lf power is not regained, proceed ivith power off
landing

ENGINE POWER LOSS IN FUGIIT

switch to tank

If power is not restored prepare for power off
landing.
Trim for 76 KIAS

POWER OFF LANDING

Locate suitable field.
Establish spiral pattern.
1000 ft. above field at dciwnwind position for
normal landin g approach.
When field can easily be reached slow to 66 KIAS
for shortest landing.

Touchdowns should normally be made at lowest
possible airspeed with full flaps.

When committed to landing:
Ignition OFF
Master switch
Fuel selector : : : :: : :: 3FF

Fuel selector

Electric fuel
containing fuel

pump .....ON

Mixture idle cut-off
Seat belt and harnes . . tiSht

FIRE IN FIIGHT

Source of fire . check

Electrical fire (smoke in cabin):
Masterswitch ..OFF
vents . oPen
Cabinheat ..OFF
Land as soon as practicable.

Engine fire:
Fuel selector . oFF
Ttuottle ...CIOSED
Mixhrre ..idlecut-off
Electric fuel pump check OFF
Heateranddefroster ...OFF
Proceed with power off landing procedure.

LOSS OF OIL PRESSURE

Land as soon as possible and investigate cause.
Prepare for power off landing.

GIORT:-Y9790
3-3

Mixture . RICH
Carburetorheat . ..ON
Engine gauges . . check for indication

of cause of power loss
Primer ..checklocked
If no fuel pressure is indicated, check tank selector
position to be sure it is on a tank containing fuel.

When power is restored:
Carburetor heat . OFF
Electricfuelpump ....OFF

ISSI,JED: JLINE 18' lY76
REVISED: IIJLY 3, 1978
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LOSS OF FUEL PRESSURE

Electric fuel pump . .ON
Fuel selector check on full tank

HTGH OIL TEMPERATURE

Land at nearest airport and investigate the problem.
Prepare for power off landing.

ALTERNATOR FAILURE

Verify failure
Reduce electrical load as much as possible.
Alternator circuit breakers . . check
Altswitch ...OFF(forlsecond),

then on
Ifno output:
Alt switch . OFF

Reduce electrical load and land as soon as practical.

SPIN RECOVERY

Throttle . . idle
Ailerons neutral
Rudder . . . fulloppositeto

direction of rotation
Control wheel . . .fUll forward
Rudder neutral (when

rotation stops)
Control wheel . . .as required to smoothly

regain level flient altitude

REPORT: V8790
34

OPEN DOOR

If both upper and side latches are open, the door
will trail sliehtly open and airspeeds will be reduced
slightly.

To close the door in flight:
Slow airplane to 87 KIAS
Cabinvents ....close
Stormwindow ....open

If upper latch is open
If side latch is open .

latch
. . pull on armrest while

moving latch handle
to latched position

If both latches iue open . latch side latch
then top latch

CARBURETOR ICING

Carburetor Heat . .. .. .. ON
Mixture .. .. Adjust for Max. Smoothness

ENGINE ROUGHNESS

Carburctorheat . . . .. .ON

If roughness continues after one min:
Carburetorheat . . . ..OFF
Mixttrre ....adjustformax.

smoothnes
Electricfuelpump .....ON
Fuelselector . .. . switchtanks
Enginegaugps . . check
Magneto switch "L" then "R"

then "BOTH"

If operadon is satisfactory on either one, continue
on that magneto at reduced power and full "RICH"
mixture to hrst airport.

Prepare for power off landing.

ISSLJED: ruNE 18,ln6
REVISED: MAY23,l9t0
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3.5 AMPLTFIED EMERGENCY PROCEDURES (GENERAL)

The following paragraphs are presented to supply additional information for the purpose of providing
the pilot witir a more complete understanding of the recommended coune of action and probable cause of
an emergency situation.

3.7 ET{GINE FIRE DURING START

Engine fires during start arc usually the result of overpriming. The first attempt to extinguish the fire
is to try to start the engine and draw the excess fuel back into the induction system.

If a fire is present beforc the engine has started, move the mixture control to idle cut-off, open the
throttle and crank the engine. This is an attempt to draw the fire back into the engine.

If the engine has started, continue operating to try to pull the fue into the engine.

In either case (above), if fire continues more than a few seconds, the fire should be extinguished by
the best available external means.

The fuel selector valves strould be "OFF" and the mixttre at idle cut-off if an external fire
extinguishing method is to be used.

3.9 ENGINE POWER I,oSS DURING TAKEOFF

The proper action to be taken if loss of power occuts during takeoff will depend on the circumstances
of the particular situation.

If sufficient runway remains to complete a normal landing land straight ahead.

If insufficient runway remains, maintain a safe ainpeed and make only a shallow turn if necessary to
avoid obstructions. Use of flaps depends on the circumstances. Normally, flaps should be fully extended for
touchdown.

If sufficient altitude has becn gaincd to attanpt a restar! maintain a safe aqspeed and- switch the fuel

selector to another tank containing fuel. Check the electric fuel pump to insurc that it is "ON" and that the

mixture is ..RICH.,, The carburctoi hoat JoJa be "ON" *d tfi ;riiner checked to insure that it is locked. 
I

If engine failure was caused by fuel exhaution, power will not be regained after switching fuel tanks
until the empty fuel lines are filled. This may require up to ten seconds.

If power is not regained, proceed with the Power Off Landing procedure (refer to the emergency
check list and paragraph 3.13).

ITSLIED: IUNE 18, lY76
REYISED: IULY 3, 1978
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3.1I B.IGINE POWER LOSS tN FLIGHT

Complete engrne power loss is usually caused by fuel flow interruption and power will be restored
shortly after fuel tlow is restored. If power loss occurs at a low altitude, the first step is to prepare for an
emergency landhg (ret'er to paragraph 3.1 3). An airspeed of at least 76 KLAS should be maintained.

If altitude permits, switch the fuel selector to another tank containing fuel and turn the electric fuel
pump "ON." Move the mixture control to "RICH" and the carburetor heat to "ON." Check the engine
gaugps for an indication of the cause of the power loss. Check to insure the primer is locked. If no fuel
pressure is indicated, check the tank selector position to be sure it is on a tank containing fuel.

When power is restored move the carburetor heat to the "OFF" position and tum "OFF" the electric
fuel pump.

If the preceding steps do not restore power, preparc for an emergency landing.

If time permits, tum the ignition switch to "L" then to "R" then back to "BOTH." Move the throttle
and mixture control levers to different settings. This may restore power if the problem is too rich or too
lean a mixture or if there is a partial fuel system restriction. Try other fuel tanks. Water in the fuel could
take some time to be used up, and allowing the engine to windmill may restore power. If power is due to
water, fuel pressrue indications will be normal.

If engine failure was catsed by fuel exhaustion power will not be restored after switching fuel tanks
until the empty fuel lines are filled. This may require up to ten seconds.

If power is not regained, proceed with the Power Off Landing procedure (refer to the emergency
check list and paragaph 3.13).

3.I3 FOWER OT,F LANDING

If los of power occurs at altihrde, trim the aircraft for best Sding ande 76 KIAS (Air Cond. offl and
look for a suitable field. If measurrs tdcen to rcstore power are not effective, and if time permits, check
your charts for airports in the immediatc vicinity; it may be possible to land at one if you have sufficient
altitude. If possible, notiff the FAA by radio of your difficulty and intentions. If another pilot or passenger
is aboard,let him help.

When you have located a suitable field, establish a spiral pattern around this field. Try to be at 1000
feet above the field at the downwind position, to make a normal landing approach. When the field can
easily be reached, slow to 66 KIAS with flaps down for the $hortest landing Excess altitude may be lost by
widening your pattern, using flaps or slipping, or a combination of these.

Touchdown should normally be made at the lowest possible ainpeed.

When committed to a landing, close the throttle control and strut "OFF" tf,, *..tu and ignition
switches. Flaps may be used as desired. Tum the fuel selector valve to "OFF" and move the mixture to idle
cut-off. The seat belts and shoulder hames (if installed) should be tightened. Touchdown should be

normally made at the lowest posible airspeed.

REPTORT: Y8790
3.E
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3.15 FIRE TN FLIGHT

The presence of fire is noted througJr smoke, smell and heat in the cabin. It is essential that the source

of the hre be promptly identified through instrument reading5, character of the smoke, or other indications

since the action to be taken differs somewhat in each case'

Check for the source of the fire first.

lf an electrical fire is indicated (smoke in the cabin), the master switch should be turned "OFF'" The

cabin vents should be opened and the cabin heat turned "OFF." A landing strould be made as soon as

possible.

If an engine fire is present, switch the fuel selector to "OFF" and close the throttle. The mixture

strould be at idle cut-off. Turn the electric fuel pump "OFF." In all cases, the heater and defroster should

b€ "OFF." If radio communication is not required, select master switch "OFF." Proceed with power off
landing procedure.

NOTE

The possibility of an engine fue in fliefit is extremely remote' The
procedure given is pneral and pilot judgment strould be the

determining factor for action in suctt an emergency-

3.17 TJOSS OF OIL PRESSURE

Loss of oil pressure may be either partial or complete. A partial loss of oil pressure usually indicates a

malfunction in the oil presure regulating rystem, and a landing strould be made as soon as possible to

investigate the cause and prevent engine damage.

A complete los of oil pressure indication may signify oil exhaustion or may be the result of a faulty
gaup. In either ciup, procerA to*.rU the nearest airport, and be prepared fo-r a forced landing. If the

IroUtem is not . prrr.* garrye malfuncdon, the engine may stop suddenly. Maintain altitude until such
-tim. 

., a dead stiif UnOini .- U" accomplished. Don't change power settin8s unnecesarily, as this may

hasten complete power loss.

Depending on the circumstances, it may be advisable to make an off airport landing while power is still

availablj, particularly if other indications of achral oil presure loss, such as sudden increases in

temperaturis, or oil smoke, arc apparent, and an airport is not close.

If engine stoppagp ocsulr, proceed with Power Off Landing'

REPORT: V&790
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3.I9 LOSS OF FUEL PRESSURE

If loss of fuel pressure occurs, turn "ON" the electric fuel pump and check that the fuel selector is on

a full tank.

If the problem is not an empty tank, land as soon as practical and have the engine'driven fuel pump

and fuel system checked.

3.21 HIGH OIL TEMPERATURE

An abnormally high oil temperature indication may be caused by a low oil level, an obstruction in the

oil cooler, damaged or improper baffle seals, a defective gauge, or other causes. Land as soon lts practical at

an appropriate airport and have the cause investigated.

A steady, rapid rise in oil temperature is a sign of trouble. Land at the nearest airport and let a

mechanic investigate the problem. Watch the oil pressure gauge for an accompanying loss of pressure.

3.23 ALTERNATOR FAILURE

Loss of alternator output is detected through zero reading on the ammeter. Before executing the

following procedure, insure that the reading is zero and not merely low by actuating an electrically powered

device, Juin as the tanding light. If no increase in the ammeter reading is noted, alternator failure can be

asumed.

The electrical load should be reduced as much as possible. Check the alternator circuit breakers for a

popped circuit.

The next step is to attempt to reset the overvoltage relay. This is accomplistred by moving the "ALT"
switch to "OFF" for one second and then to "ON." If the trouble was caused by a momentary overvoltage

condition ( 16.5 volts and up) this procedure strould return the ammeter to a normal reading

If the ammeter continues to indicate "O" output, or if the alternator will not remain reset, turn off
the "ALT" switch, maintain minimum electrical load and land as soon as practical. All electrical load is

being supplied by the battery.

3.25 SPIN RECOVERY

Intentional spins are prohibited in this airplane. If a spin is inadvertently entered, immediately move

the throttle to idle and the ailerons to neutral.

Full rudder should then be applied opposite to the direction of rotation followed by control wheel full
forward. When the rotation stops, neutralize the nrdder and ease back on the control wheel as required to
smoothly regain a level flight attitude.

REFOf,,T: V.}7t0
3-r0
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3.27 OPEN DOOR

The crhin iloor on the Cherokee is double latched. so the chances of its springing open in flieht at

both the top and side are remote. However, should you forget the upper latch, or not fully engage the side

latch, the door may spring partially open. This will uually happen at takeoff or soon afterward. A partially
open door will not affect normal flight characteristics, and a normal landing can be made with the door
open.

If both upper and side latches are open, the door will trail slightly open, and airspeed will be reduced
sliehtly.

To close the door in night, slow the airplane to 87 KIAS, close the cabin vents and open the storm
window. If the top latch is open, tatch it. [f the side latch is open, pull on the armrest while moving the
latch handle to the latched position. If both latches are open, close the side latch then the top latch.

3.2t CARBURETOR ICING

Under certain moist atmospheric conditions at temperatures of -5oC to 20oC, it is possible for ice to form
in the induction system, even in summer weather. This is due to the high air velocity throu$h the carburetor
venturi and the absorption of heat from this air by vaporization of the fuel.

To avoid this, carburetor preheat is provided to replace the heat lost by vaporization. Carburetor heat

should be full on when carburetor ice is encountered. Adjust mixture for maximum smoothness.

3.29 ENGINE ROUGHNESS

Engine roughness is uzually due to carburetor icing which is indicated by a drop in RPM, and may be

accompanied by a slight loss of airspeed or al6tude. If too much ice is allowed to accumulate, restoration of
full power may not be possible; therefort, prompt action is required.

Turn carburetor heat on (See Note). RPM will decrease slightly and roughness will increase. Wait for a
decrease in engine roughness or an increase in RPM, indicating ice removal. If no change in approximately
one minute, refum the carburetor heat to "OFF."

If the engine is still FUgh, a(iust the mixture for maximum srnoothness. The engine will run rough if
too rich or too lean. The electric fuel pump should be switched to "ON" and the fuel selector switched to
the other tank to see if fuel contamination is the problem. Check the engine gauges for abnormal readings.

If any gauge rcadings are abnormal, proceed accordingly. Move the magreto switch to "L" then to "R,"
then back to "BOTH." If operafon is satisfactory on either magneto, proceed on that magneto at reduced
power, with mixture full "RICI{," to a landing at the first available airport.

If roughness persists, preparc for a precaudonary landing at pilot's discretion.

NOTE

Partid carburetor heat may be wosc than no heat at all, since it
may melt part of the ice, which will refreeze in the intake system.
Whcn using carburetor heat, thorefore, always usc full heat, and
when ice is removed return the control to the full cold position.

trsguED: irnsr lE, 1976
REYISED: MAY23,l9t0 ,
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SECTION 4

NORMAL PROCEDURES

4,1 GENERAL

This section clearly describes the recommended procedures for the conduct of normal operations for
the Cherokee Archer II. All of the required (FAA regulations) procedures and those necessary for the safe

operation of the airplane as determined by the operating and design features of the airplane are presented.

Normal procedures associated with those optional systems and equipment which require handbook
supplements are provided by Section 9 (Supplements).

These procedures are provided to present a source of reference and review and to supply information
on procedures which are not the same for all aircraft. Pilots sttould familiarize themselves with the
procedures given in this section in order to become proficient in the normal operations of the airplane.

The first portion of this section consists of a strort form check list which zupplies an action sequence
for normal operations with little emphasis on the operation of the systems.

The remainder of the sction is devoted to amplified normal procedures which provide detailed
information and explanations of the procedures and how to perform them. This portion of the section is

not intended for use as an in-flight reference due to the lengthly explanations. The short form check list
should be used for this purpose.

4.3 AIRSPEEDS FOR SAFE OPERATIONS

The following airspeeds are thoce which are significant to the safe operation of the airplane. These

figures are for standard airplanes flown at gros wEight under standard conditions at sea level.

Performance for a specific airplane may vary from publistred figures depending upon the equipment
installed, the condition of the engine, airplane and equipment, atmospheric conditions and piloting
technique.

(a) Best Rate of Climb Speed
(b) Best fuigle of Climb Speed
(c) Turbulent Air Operating Speed (See Submction 2.3)
(d) Maximum Flap Speed
(e) Landing Final Approach Speed (Flaps 40o)
(0 Ma:cimum Demonstrated Crosswind Velocity

76 KIAS
64 KIAS

I 13 KIAS
I02 KIAS
66 KIAS
I7 KTS

REFORT: V8790
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PTPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA-28.T8I, CTIEROKEE ARCHER II

SECTION 4
NOR,\TAL PROCEDURES

lYffir$ffigulltr--
Fieure 4'l

{.5 \ORMAL PROCEDURES CHECK LIST

PREFI,IGHT

C'on1;61 uheel .': release belts
\llrstr'r suitch . .. ON
Fuel quantit)' gauges ..check
\l rr.tcr su itch . . OFF
lgnition .. OFF
Frtcrior . . check for damage
Crtntrrrl \urf itcc\ . . check fOr interference -

free of ice. snow. frost
Hinsc. check for interference
\\'insr free of ice. snow. frost
Stlll ulrrninr: ...check
\uriuation light.. .....check
Fucl tanks .... check supplv

risually - secure caps
Fucl tank sump\ . . .drain and check

for water. sediment

Fuel rents ..:::::::::i:'J
Maingearstruts. ....proper

inflation (4.50 in.)Tires. ...check

ISSLIED: JUNE lt. 1976
REVISED: MARCH 30. t9t4

Brakeblocks ...chr'ck
FiA,'naai l'.. . . :.. ........ .. ...r.;ai....,,i..i -

holcr clear
Windshield .....clean
Propellerand spinner..... ...chc.ck
Fuel andoil ... .... checkforleaks
oil ... ....checklerel
Dipstick .... properlr sc-ared
Cowling \ecure
lnspection colers . . .. \ecurc
Nosewheel tire.. .....check
Nosegearstrut. .....proper

inflation (-1.1_s in.)
Airinlets ...... clear
Alternatorbelt. .....chc-ckrension
Tow bar and control locks . . . .\to\\
Baggage . . sroued properlr -

secure
Baggage door . ... close and secure
Fuel strainer .... ..... drain
Primarv flight controls . . proper operation
Cabindoor. ..... closeandsecure
Required papers . . .on board
Seat belts and harness ......... fastened adiust -

check inertia reel

REPORT: vB-790
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JTION 4.

)F.ilTAL PROCEDURES

PTPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA.28.I81, CHEROKEE ARCHER II

EFORE STARTING ENGTNE

,rakes . set

-'arburetor he.rt tlll COLD

r:i;ei seiector desired tank

STARTING ENGINE WHEN COLD

Throttle .1/4" open

Master switch ON

Electric tuel PumP ON
Mixture fuU RICH
Starter .engage

Throttle adjust
checkOil pressure

If engine does not start within l0 sec. prime and

repeat starting Procedure.

STARTING WITH EXTERNAL POWER SOURCE

Mastersrvitch . . ..OFF
Allelectricalequipment ...OFF
Terminals . connect
External power plug . insert in

luselage

Proceed with normal start
Throttle . lowest possible

RP}I
Externalpowerplug . . . . disconnectttom

fuselage

Master switch . .ON - check ammeter
Oil pressure . check

WARM.UP

Throttle . 800 to 1200 RPM

TA)gING

Chocks .removed
Taxiarea ' ' 'clear
Throttle -..g. ..... aoPlvslgwlY
Brakes.-... 'check
Steering ...check

GROI'ND CHECK

Throttle
Magnetos

Vacuum

:::::: :: .:;;. i,;r'?98ffiil
-max. diff. 50 RPM

5.0" Hg. t .l

STARTING ENGINE WHEN HOT

Throttle . .If 2" oPen

Master switch -- ' .ON
ElecrricfuelpumP .....ON
Mixture ..fullRICH
Starter
Throttle

enSr8p
adjust

Oilpressure -. . chcck

STARTING ENGINE WHEN FLOODED

Throttle . oPen full
Masterswitch . . .ON
Electricfuelpump ...OFF
Mixture idle cut-off
Starter ....engage
Mixture . advance
Throttle ...retard
Oilpressure . . check

REPORT: VF790
44

Oil temp check

Oilpresure . . check
Airionditioner check

Annunciatorpanel .. .press-to'test
Carburetorheat . ' ' ' check

Engine is warm for takeoff when throttle can be

opened without engine faltering.
EiectricfuelpumP .. 'OFF
Fuelpreszure...' 'check
Ttuo-ttle . retard

ISSUED: JUNE 18, 1976
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BEFORE TAKEOFF

Master switcit ,....oN
Ftight instrumenls check
Fuel selector .proper tank
Electric fuel pump . . .ON
Engine gauges check
Carburetorheat . . ..OFF
Seat backs . erect
Mixture . set
Primer ....locked
Bclt. [x;p"\\ . fu.tened a{iu.tcd I

Emptyseats .. .. seatbelts

fli*',"o ...:: .:.:.: 
*:t'*i.,*i

Controls free
Doors latched
Airconditioner . ....OFF

TAI(EOFF

NORMAL

Flaps . ...set
Tab . ...set
Accelerate to 52 to 65 KIAS
Control wheel back pressure to

rotate to climb attitude

SHORT FIELD, OBSTACLE CLEARANCE

Flaps. ..25o (secondnotch)
Accelerate to 4l to 49 KIAS depending on airoaft
weight
Control wheel back pressure tg

rotate to climb attitudl
After breaking ground, accelerate to 45 to 54 KIAS
depending on aircraft weight
Accelerate to best flaps up angle of climb speed - 64
KIAS, slowly retract the flaps and climb past the
obstacle.
Accelerate to best flaps up rate of climb speed - 76
KIAS

ISSL'ED: JUNE 18. 1976
REVISED: MARCH 30. t984

SOFT FIELD

Flaps . 25" (second norchr
Accelerate to 4l to 49 KIAS depending on aircraft
weight
Control wheel . back pressure to

rotate to climb attitude
After breaking ground, accelerate to 45 to 54 KIAS
depending on aircraft weight
Accelerate to best flaps up rate of climb speed 76
KIAS
Flaps . .retract slowly

CLIMB

Bestrate(flapsup) .. ... 76KIAS
Best angle (flaps up) . . . . 64 KIAS
En route . . 87 KIAS
Electric fuel pump . OFF at

desired altitude

CRI.rISING

Reference performance charts and Avco-Lycoming
Operator's Manual.
Normalmaxpower ....75%
Power set per power table
Mixture adjust

DESCENT
Normel

Throttle . .. 2500 rpm
Airspced ...126 KIAS
Mixture Rich
Carburetor Heat . .. . On if required

DESCENT
Power off

Carburetor Heat . ... On if required
Throttle Closed
Airspeed As required

Power ...Verify with throttle
every 30 seconds

REPORT: vB-790
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PTPER AIRC RAFT CORPORATION
PA-28.I8I. CHEROKEE ARCHER II

APPROACH AND LA"\DING

Fuel selector .proper tank
Se'at backs . erect

| 8.t,. l'urrncs.... ....llsten adiust
Electricfuelpump .....ON
Mixhrre . set
Flaps set - 102 KIAS max
Airconditioner ..OFF
Trim to 75 KIAS
Final approach speed (flaps 40o) 66 KIAS

STOPPING ENGINE

Flaps . .retract
Electricfuelpump ....OFF
Airconditioner ..OFF
Radios . OFF
Throttle .full aft
Mixture ..idlecut-off
Magnetos . OFF
Masterswitch ; . . . . . .OFF

PARKING

Parkingbrake ...set
Control wheel . secured with belts
Flaps . .fullup
Wheel chocks . in place
Tie downs secur€

REPORT: v&790
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SECTION 4
NORJT{AL PROCEDURES

4.7 A"IIPLIFIED NORMAL PROCEDURES (GENERAL)

The following paragraphs are provided to supply detailed information and explanations of the normal
procedures necessary for the safe operation of the airplane.

4.9 PREFUGHT CHECK

The airplane should be given a thorough preflight and walk-around check. The preflight should include
a check of the airplane's operational status, computation of weight and C.G. limits, takeoff distance and
in-night perforrnance. A weather briefing should be obtained for the intended flight path, and any other
factors relating to a safe flight should be checked before takeoff.

CALTTION

The flap position should be noted before boarding the aircraft.
fhe flaps must be placed in the "IJ?" position before they will
lock and zupport weight on the step.

Upon entering the cockpit, release the seat belts securing thp control wheel. Turn "ON" the master
switch and check the fuel quantity gaugps for sufficient fuel. After the fuel quantity check is made tum the
mastcr switch "OFF" and dreck that the ignition switch is "OFF."

To begin the exterior walk-around, check for external damage and operationd interference of the
contol surfaces or hinges. Insure that the wings and control surfaces are free of snow, ice, frost or any
othc foreign materials.

An operational check of the stall warning system and navigation lights sttould now be made. Turn thE
master switch "ON." Lift the detector while checking to determine if the horn is actuat6d and check that
the navigation lights are illuminated. The master switch should be returned to the "OFF" position after the
chccks are complete.

A visual check of the fucl tarrk quantity strould bc performed. Rcmove the tiller cap from each tank
and visually check the suppty and colc. Bc sure to securc the caps propedy after the check is complete.

The fuel system sumlr urd rtrainer strotrld be drained daily prior to the fust flight and after refueling
to avoid the accumulatiqr of contarninsl8 such as water or sediment Eadl fuel tank is equipped with an

individual quick drain located at the lower inboard rear comer of the tank. The fuel strainer is equipped
with a quick drain located on the front lower comer of the firewall. Each of the fuel tank umps should be
drained first. Then the fuel strainer should bc drained twice, once with the fuol selector valve on each tank.
Each time fuel is drained, sufficient fuel strould be dlowed to flow to ensure removal of contaminants. This
fucl should be collected in a suitable container, examined for contaminanB, and then discarded.

CAUTION

When draining any amount of fuel, care shottld be taken to ensur€
that no fue hazard exists before starting the engine.

Each quick drain shouldbe checked after closing it to ma&e strre it
has clopd comphtely utd is not leaking.

ETLIED: Il,rNE 18, 1976
REVISED: TANUARY 20, lYlT
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Check all ot'thc ir,ci tank \ent\ to make \ure ther are t'rpen.

\err. conrplctc -i ;hcck ot'the landing gear. Check the main gear shock struts for proner inflation.
Thcrc :hotrld bc I 5(t inchc., ()t'srrur exposure under a normal static load. The nose gear should be checked

for 3.15 inches ol \rrur e\p()\ure. Check all tires for cuts and u'ear and insure proper inflation. Make a

risual check of the brakc hkrcks t't'rr w'ear or damage.

Remore rhe corer from the pitot head on the underside of the left wing. Check the pitot head to make
\ure the holes are open and clear of obstructions.

Don't forget to clean and check the windshield.

The propeller and spinner should be checked for defects or nicks.

Lift the cowling and check for an-v- obvious fuel or oil leaks. Check the oil level. Make sure that the

dipstick has properlv seated after checking. Secure the cowling and check the inspection covers.

Check rhe air inlets for foreign matter and the alternator belt for proper tension.

Stow the row bar and check the baggage for proper storage and security. The baggage compartment
doors should be closed and secure.

Upon entering the aircraft. ascertain that all primary flight controls operate properly'. Close and secure
the cabin door and check that all the required papers are in order and in the airplane.

Fa.ten and adjust rhe seat belts and shoulder harness and check the function of the inertia reel by' pulling
sharplv on the strap. Fasten seat belts on empty seats.

NOTE

lf the fixed shoulder harness (non-inertia reel type) is installed. it
must be connected to the seat belt and adjusted to allow proper
accessibility to all controls, including fuel selector, flaps. trim.
etc.. while maintaining adequate restraint for the occupant.

lf the inertia reel type shoulder harness is installed. a pull test of
its locking restraint feature should be performed.

{.II BEFORE STARTING ENGINE

Before starting the engine the brakes should be set *ON* and the carburetor heat lever moved to the
full COI-D position. The fuel selector should then be moved to the desired tank.

REPORT: v&790
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SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES

4.I3 STARTING ENGINE

(a) Starting Engine When Cold

Open the throttle lever approximately l/4 inch. Turn "ON" the master switch and the

electric fuel PumP.

Ivi.rve the mixture control to full "RlcH' and engage the starter by rotating the maenljl 
I

switch clockwise. When the engine flues, release the magneto switch, and move the throttle to the 
I

desired setting.

If the engine does not fire within five to ten seconds, disengage the staiter, prime the engine

and repeat the starting procedure.

(b) Starting Engine When Hot

Open the throttle approximately l12 inch. Tg1_"ON" the master switch and the electric

fuel pthp. Move the mixture controi lever to full RICH and engage the starter by rotating the

."g,.i. switch clockwise. When the engine fires, release the magneto switch and move the

throttle to the desired setting.

(c) Starting Engne When Flooded

The throttle lever strould be full "OPEN." Turn '1CN" the master switch and turn '1JFF"
the electric fuel pump. Move the mixture control lever to idle cut'off and engage the starter by
rotating the magneto svritch clockwise. lVhen the engine fires, release the rnagneto switch,
advance the mixture and retard the throttle.

(d) Starting Engine lilith External Power Source

An optional feature called the Piper External Power (PEP) allows the operator to use an

external bittery to crank the engine without having to gain access to the airplane's battery.

Turn the master switctr OFF and tum all electrical equipment OFF. Connect the RED lead

of the PEP kit jrrnper cable to the POSITM (+) termind of an external l2-volt battery and the

BLACK lead to thg NEGATM () tcrminal. Inscrt the plrrg of the jurnper cable into the socket

located on the fuselage. Note that when the plug is inserted, the electrical system is ON. Proceed

with the normal starting technique.

After the engine has started, reduce power to the lowest possible RPM, to reduce sparking,

and disconnect the junper cable from the aircraft. Turn the master switch ON and check the

alternator :rmmeter for an indication of output. DO NOT ATTEMPT FLIGHT tF THERE IS NO
INDICATION OF ALTERNATOR OUTPUT.

NOTE

For all normal operations using the PEP jumper cables, the master
switch should be OFF, but it is posible to uso the ship's battery in
parallel by turning the master switch ON. This will give longer
cranking capabilities, but will not increase the amperage.

ISSUED: ILJNE 18, 1976
REVISED: JULY 3, l97E
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CAUTION

(l:rre should be exercised because if the ship's battery has been
depleted, the external power supply can be reduced to the level of
the ship's battery. This can be tested by turning the master switch
ON momentarily while the starter is engaged. If cranking speed
increases, the ship's battery is at a higher level than the external
power supply.

REtOlT:'VD?94.
+10
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SECTION 4
NORMAL PROCEDURES

4.I5 WARM.UP

warm-up the engine at g00 to 1200 RPM for not more than two minutes in warm weather and four

minutes in cold. Avoif, prolonged idling at low RPM, as this practice may result in fouled spark plugs'

Takeoff may be made as soon as the ground check is completed, provided that the tfuottle may be

op.n.d fruy without backfiring or skipping, and without a reduction in engine oil pressure.

Do not operate the engine at high RPM when running up or taxiing over ground containing loose

stones, gravel oi any loose material that may cause damage to the propeller blades.

4,17 TNUING

Before attempting to ta:ri the airplane, gtround personnel should be instructed and approved by a

qualified penion authoized by the owner. e,scertain that the propeller back blast and taxi areas are clear.

power strould be applied slowly to start the taxi roll. Taxi a few feet forward and apply the brakes to

determine their effectivi".rs. While taxiing, make slight hrrns to ascertain the effectiveness of the steering.

observe wing clearances when taxiing near buildings or other stationary objects. If possible, station an

obeerver outside the airPlane.

Avoid holes and ruts when taxiing over uneven ground'

Do not operate the engine at high RPM when running up or !ryg orer ground containing loose

3tones, gravel oi any loose miterial that may cause damage to the propeller blades.

4.19 GROI,JND CHECK

The magnetos slould be checked at 2000 RPM. Drop off on either magneto stroutd not exceed 175

RpM and Uri difference botween the magnetos strould not exceed 50 RPM. Operation on one magneto

strould not exceed l0 seconds.

Ctreck the vacuum glugp; the indicator stroutd read 5.0" t .1" Hg at 2000 RPM'

Ctrec,k the annunciator panel lights with the press,to-test button. Also check the air conditioner.

Carburetor heat strould also be checked prior to takeoff to be sure the control is operating properly

and to clear any ice which may have fornpd during taxiing. Avoid prolonged ground operation with

carburetor heat "ON' as the air is unfiltered.

The electric fuel pwnp stroutd be tumed "OFF" after starting or during wann{rp to ma!9-zure that

thc engine drivpn p"rip ir-"p.rating. Prior to takeoff the electric pump _should be turned ON again to

p*".ni loss of pori.i [*ing tarcorlshould the engine drivrn pump fail. chock both oil temperature and

oil presure. lrr t.mpe*ttr may ue low for somJtime if the engure is being run for the first time of the

Ary. fU, engine is |i; enougtr for talceoff wtren the throttle can be opened without the engine faltering.

REIORT: YF79O
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1.2I BEFORE TAKEOFF

.\ll tt.pcct. rrl ...rr'. nirrticullr t;rkcrrl{'should be ctlnsidered prior to executing the takeolf procedure-.

Turn "C)\" rhc nxr\rcr.uitch and check and set all of the flight instruments as required. Check the
l'uel relector ro makc \urc ir i: on the proper tank (fullest). Turn "ON" the electric fuel pump and check

the enginc gauges. Thc'carburetor heat should be in the *OFF" position.

All reat backs :hould be erect.

The mixture should he set and rhe primer checked to insure that it is locked. The seat belts and
shoulder harness rhould be fastened and adjusted. Fasten the seat belts snugll'around the empn seats.

NOTE

lf the fixed shoulder harness (non-inertia reel type) is installed. it
must be connected to the seat belt and adjusted to allow proper
accessibility to all controls. including fuel selector. flaps. trim. etc..
while maintaining adequate restraint for the occupant.

lf the inertia reel type shoulder harness is installed. a pull test of
its locking restraint feature should be performed.

Exercise and set the flaps and trim tab. lnsure proper flight control movement and response.

All doors should be properly secured and latched.

On air conditioned models. the air conditioner must be "OFF* to insure normal takeoff performance.

{.23 TAKEOFF

The normal takeoff technique is conventional for the Cherokee Archer Il. The tab should be set

slightlv aft of neutral. with the exact setting determined by the loading of the airplane. Allow the airplane
to accelerate to 48 to 53 KIAS depending on the weight of the aircraft and ease back on the controlwheel
to rotate to climb attitude.

The procedure used for a short field takeoff with an obstacle clearance or a soft field takeoff differs
slightll' from the normal technique. The flaps should be lowered to 25o (second notch). Allow the aircraft
ro accelerare to 4l to 49 KIAS depending on the aircraft weight and rotate the aircraft to climb attitude.
After breaking ground. accelerate to 45 to 54 KIAS. depending on aircraft weight. Continue to climb while
accelerating to rhe flaps-up rate of climb speed. 76 KIAS if no obstacle is present or 64 KIAS if obstacle
clearance is a consideration. Slowly retract the flaps while climbing out.

REPORT: v&790
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4.25 CLIMB

The besr rate of ctimb at gross weight will be obtained at 76 KIAS. The best angle of clirnb may be

obtained ar 64 KIAS. At lighter than gross weight these speeds are reduced somewhat. For climbing en

route, a speed of g7 KIAS is recommended. This will produce better forward speed and increased visibiiity

over the nose during the climb.

When reaching the desired altitude, the electric fuel pump may be tumed off.

4.27 CRUISTNG

The cruising speed of the Cherokee Archer II is determined by many facton, including power setting,
altitude, temperature,loading and equipment installed in the airplane.

The normal maximum cruising power is 75Vo of the rated horsepower of the engine. Airspeeds which
may be obtained at various altitudes and power settings can be determined from the performance graphs
provided by Section 5.

Use of the mixture control in cruising flight reduces fuel conzumption significantly, especially at
higher altitudes. The mixture strould be leaned during ouising operation above 5000 ft. altitude and at
pilot's discretion at lower altitudes when 75Vo power or less is being used. If any doubt exists as to the
amount of power being used, the mixture should be in the full "RICH" position for all operations under
5000 feet.

To lean the mixture, disengage the lock and pull the mixture control until the engine becomes rough,
indicating that the lean mixture limit has been reached in the leaner cylinders. Then enrich the mixture by
pushing the control towards the instnrment panel until engine operation becomes smooth.

If the airplane is equipped with the optional exhaust gas temperature (EGT) gauge, a more accurate
means of leaning is available to the pilot. For this procedure, refer to the "Avco-Lycoming Operator's
Manual."

Always remember that the electric fuel pump should be turned "ON, before switching tanks, and
should be left on for a short period thercafter. In order to keep the airplane in best lateral trim during
cruising flight, the fuel strould be used alternatety from each tank. It is recommended that one tank be used
for one hour after takeoff, then the other tank be used for two hours; then return to the first tank, which
will have approximately one and one half hours of fuel remaining if the tanks were full at takeoff. The
second tank will contain approximately one half hour of fuel. Do not run tanks completely dry in flight.
The electric fuel pump strould be normdly "OFF" so that any malfunction of the engine driven fuel pump
is immediately apparent. If signs of fuel starvation should occur at any time during flight, fuel exhaustion
should be suspected, at which time the fuel selector strould be immediately positioned to the other tank
and the electric fuel pump switched to the "ON" position.

4.2t DESCENT

NORMAL
To achieve the performance on Figure 5-29 the power on descent must bc used. The throttlc should be set

for 2500 RPM, mixture full rich and maintain an airspeed of 122 KIAS. In casc carburetor ice is encountered
apply full carburetor heat.

IlltrlED: Jl,rNE 18, 1976
REYISED: MAY23,lgt0
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PO\!'ER OFF

lf a prolongcd ptiri cr ol'l' descent is to be made. appll' full carburetor heat prior to power reduction if icing
conditions are su\pccted. f hrottle should be retarded and mixture control leaned as required. Power response
should be r erified approximately' erer1 30 seconds by partially opening and then closing the throttle (clearing
the engine). \\'hen leic'ling olf enrichen mixture. set power as required and select carburetor heat off unless
carburetor icing conditions are suspected.

4.29 APPROACH AND LANDING

Check to insure the fuel setector is on the proper (fullest) tank and that the seat backs are erect. The seat
belts and shoulder harness should be fastened and adjusted and the inertia reel checked.

NOTE

If the fixed shoulder harness (non-inertia reel type) is installed, it
must be connected to the seat belt and adjusted to allow proper
accessibility to all controls. including fuel selector, flaps, trim,
etc.. while maintaining adequate restraint for the occupant.

If the inertia reel type shoulder harness is installed, a pull test of
its tocking restraint feature should be performed.

Turn "ON" the electric fuel pump and turn "OFF" the air conditioner. The mixture should be set in the
full "RICH" position.

The airplane should be trimmed to an initial approach speed of about 75 KIAS with a final approach
speed of 66 KIAS with flaps extended. The flaps can be lowered at speeds up to 102 KIAS, if desired.

The mixture control should be kept in full "RICH" position to insure maximum acceleration if it should
be necessary to open the throttle again. Carburetor heat should not be applied unless there is an indication of
carburetor icing, since the use of carburetor heat causes a reduction in power which may be critical in case of a
go-around. Full throttle operation with carburetor heat on can cause detonation.

The amount of flap used during landings and the speed of the aircraft at contact with the runway should
be varied according to the landing surface and conditions of wind and airplane loading. lt is generally good
practice to contact the ground at the minimum possible safe speed consistent with existing conditions.

Normally. the best technique for short and slow landings is to use full flap and enough power to maintain
the desired airspeed and approach flight path. Mixture should be full "RICH," fuel on the fullest tank, and
electric fuel pump *ONi.* Reduce the speed during the flareout and contact the ground close to the stalling
speed. After ground contact hold the nose wheel off as long as possible. As the airplane slows down. gently
lower the nose and apply the brakes. Braking is most effective when flaps are raised and back pressure is
applied to the control wheel, putting most of the aircraft weight on the main wheels. In high wind conditions,
particularly in strong crosswinds, it may be desirable to approach the ground at higher than normal speeds
with partial or no flaps.

REPORT: VB-790
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{.3I STOPPINC ENGI\E

\t thc prl.r'r tli:erction. thc tlaps rhould be raised and the electric luel pump turned "OFF."

NOTE

I he t'laps must be placed in the "U P" position for the flap ste-p to

support weight. Passengers should be cautioned accordingly'

The air condirioner and radios should be rurned "OFF." and the engine stopped by'disengauing the

mirrure conrrollock and pulling the mixture control back to idle cut-oif. The throttle should be lc'ti -rllal't to

aroid engine yibration *-hile ttopping. Then the magneto and master switches must be turned "OFF."

4.33 PARKING

If necessary. the airplane should be moved on the ground with the aid of the nose wheel tou bar

provided with eich airplane and secured behind the rear seats. The aileron and stabilator controls shou[d be

secured by looping the safety belt through the control wheel and pulling it snug. The flaps are locked u hen

in the "UP" position and should be left retracted.

Tie downs can be secured to rings provided under each wing and to the tail skid. The rudder is hetd in

position by its connections to the noie wheel steering and normally does not have to be secured.

4.35 STALLS

The sta[ characteristics of the Cherokee Archer II are conventional. An approaching stall is indicated

by,a stall warning horn which is activated between five and ten miles per hour above stall speed. Mild
airframe buffeting and gentle pitching may also precede the stall.

The gross weight stalting speed of the Cherokee Archer Il with power off and full flaps is 49 KIAS.
With the 

-flupr 
up this speed fs increased 6 KTS. Loss of altitude during stalls varies from 100 to 350 feet.

depending on configuration and power.

NOTE

The stall warning system is inoperative with the master switch
"oFF.*

During preflight. the stall warning system should be checked by turning the master switch "ON."

lifting the detector and checking to deteimine if the horn is actuated. The master switch should be returned

to the "OFF" position after the check is complete.

ISSUED: JUNE lt, 1976
REVISED: MARCH 30, l9t4

REPORT: vB-790
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4.37 TURBULEIT AIR OPERATION

In keeping with good operating practice used in all aircraft, it is recommended that when turbulent air
is encountered or e.rpected, the airspeed be reduced to maneuvering speed to reduce the structural loads
caused by gusts and to allow for inadvertent speed build-ups which may occur as a result of the turbulence
or of distractions caused by the conditions. (See Subsection 2.3)

4.39 WEIGHT AI{D BALAT{CE

It is the responsibility of the owner and pilot to determine that the airplane rernains within the
allowable weight vs. center of gravity envelope while in flight.

For weight and balance data, refer to Section 6 (Weight and Balance).

REFORT: VB-790
+t6

ISSUED: ILJNE 18, 1976
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SECTION 5

PERFORMANCE

5.I GENERAL

Alt of the required (FAA regulations) and complementary performance information applicable to the

Cherokee Archer [I is provided by this section.

performance information associated with those optional systems and equipment which require

handbook supplements is provided by Section 9 (Supplements).

5.3 TNTRODUCTION TO PERFORMANCE AI{D FLIGHT PI.ANMNG

The performance information presented in this section is based on measuled Flight Test Data

corrected io I.C.A.O. standard day ionditions and analytically expanded for the various parameters of
weight, ddtude, temperature, etc.

The performance charts are unfactored and do not make any allowance for varying degrees of pilot
proficiency or mechanical deterioration of the aircraft. This performance, however, can be duplicated by

iollowing the stated procedures in a properly maintained airplane.

Effects of conditions not considered on the charts must be evaluated by the pilot, such as the effect of
soft or grass nrnway surface on takeoff and landing performance, or the effect of winds aloft on cruise and

r*gr plrformance. Endurance can be grossly affected by improper leaning procedures, and inflight fuel

flow and quantity checks arE recommended.

REMEMBER! To gpt chart per'iormance, follow the chart procedues.

The information provided by paragraph 5.5 (Ftight Planning Example) oudines a detailed flight plan

using the performancc ctnrt in this-sec6on-. Each chart includes its own example to show how it is used.

IYARNING

performance information derived by extrapolation beyond the limits shown on the

charts should not be used for flight planning purposes.

ISSUED: ruNE 18, 1976
REVISED: MAY23,l9t0

REFORT: 1ts-790
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5.5 FLIGHT PLANNING EXAMPTE

(a) Aircraft Loading

The first step, in planning the flight is to calculate the airplane weight and center of gravity
by utilizing the information provided by Section 6 (Weight and Balance) bf this handbook.

The basic empty weight for the airplane as licensed at the factory has been enter in
Figure 6-5.If any alterations to the airplane have been made effecting weight and balance,
reference to the aircraft logbook and Weight and Balance Record (Figure 6-7) should be nrade to
deterntine the current basic entpty weight of the airplane.

Make use of the Weight ancl Balance Loading Form (Figure 6-11) and the C.G. Range and
Weight graph (Figure 6-15) to cletermine the total weight of the airplane and the center of gravity
position.

After proper utilization of the information provided, we have found the following weights
for consideration in the flight planning example.

The landing weight cannot be determined until the weight of the fuel
established Iref'er to item (g)(l)].
( 1) Basic Empty Weight
(2) Occupants (2 x l70lbs.)
(3) Baggage and Cargo
(4) Fuel (6 lb/gal x 48)
(5) Takeoff Weight
(6) Landing Weight

(a)(5) minus (g)(l), (2400lbs. minus 129 lbs.)

to be used has been

14l2lbs.
340 lbs.
360 lbs.
288 lbs.

2400 lbs.

2271lbs.

Our takeoff weight is below the maximum of 2550 lbs. and our weight and balance
calculations have determined or,rr C.G. position within the approved limits.

(b) Takeoff and Landing

Now that we have deterrninecl our aircraft loading, we must consider all aspects of our
takeoff and landing.

All of the existing conditions at the departure and destination airport must be acquired,
evaluated and maintained throughout the flight.

Apply the departure airport conditions and takeoff weight to the appropriate Takeoff
Performance graph (Figure 5-5 or 5-7), to determine the length of runway n€:cessary for the
takeoff and/or the barrier distance,

The ianding distance calculations are perforrnecl in the same n)anner using the existing
conditions at the destination airirort and, wher-r established, the landing weight.

ISSUED: JUNE 18,1976
REVISED: APRIL l,2Ol9

REPORT: YB-790
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The conditions and calculations for the example flight are listed below.Ianding distances required for the example flight h^ave thji.., well below the
lengths.

Departure
Airport

2000 ft.
70"F

IO KTS
7000 ft.
950 ft. .

The takeoff and
available runway

Destination
Airport

2300 ft.
700F

5 KTS
4s00 ft.

825**

(1) Pressure Altitude
(2) Temperature
(3) Wind Component
(4) Runway Length Available
(5) Runway Requirecl

NOTE

The remainder of the perfbrmance charts used in this flight plan
example assume no wind condition. The effect of winds aloft must
be considered by the pilot when computing climb, cruise a,d descent
performance.

(c) Climb

The next step in flight planning is to determine the necessary climb segment components.

The desired cruise pressure altitude anc-l corresponding cruise outsicle air temperature values
are the first variables to be considered in determining tfre climb components fiorn the Tirne,
Distance, and Fuel to (llirnb graph (Figure 5-13). After the tinre, distanie and fuel for the cruise
Pressure altitude and outside air temperature values have been established, apply the existing
conditions at the departure field to graph (Figure 5-13) Now, subtract the valuei obtained froi
the graph for the field of departure c6nditions from those for the cruise pressure altitude.

The remaining values are the true fuel, distance and time contponents for the climb segment
of the flight plan corrected for field pressure altitude and tenrperature.

The following values were
example.
(l) Cruise Pressure Altitude
(2) Cruise OAT

determined frorn the above instructions in the flight planning

(3) Time to Climb (i 1.5 min. minus 3 min.)
(4) Distance to Climb (16 miles minus 4.5 nautical miles)
(5) Fuel to Clirnb (2 gal. minus 1 gal.)

* reference Figure 5-1 1

** reference Figure 5-35
*** reference Figure 5- I 5

REPORT: VB-790
5-4

6000 ft.
55"F

8.5 min. ***

I 1.5 nautical miles ***

I gal. "**
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(d) Descent

Thedescentdatawillbedeterminedpriortothecruisedatatoprovidethedescentdistance
for establishing the total cruise distance'

Utilizingthecruisepre.suxaltitudeandoATwedeterminethebasictime,distanceand
fuelfordescent(Figure5.2g,.rn.'.ng"*'qusjbeadjustedforthefieldpresurealtitudeand
temperature .t.u;;'e;iination ,i.port. io find the nrok.ry adjustmentvarues, use the existing

pressur€ alutude and temper.ture ionoitionr at trre aestination airport as variables to find the

time, distan.r;;f;.ir"iu., rro* tiir ernl t1is,1ry l:29t N;*, iubtract the values obtained

from the field conditions from th; ;;il;;i1i"Ja rrom tire cru# conditions to find the true

time, distan.. -Jf*i values needed for the flight plan'

The values obtained by proper utilization of the graphs for the descent segment of our

.*"*pir * shown below. . _-:- \ 8.5 min.* |"* 
ill ;',f*:.tL'l1.1lf 6"-fl'lJiif fill}"r m,es) 20'5 nauticar m,es* 

|(3) Fuel to Descend (2'o gal ;inus I gal') 
I r""ve' l'0 gal'

(e) Cruise

Using the total distance to be traveled during the fligtrt' sub'tract' the previously calculated

distance to climb urd distance to J.r.rno to esLu:istr6e total cruise distance. Refer to the

appropriate Avco Lycoting Op.,.io';t Manuat *tt* seiecting the cruise power setting' The

establistred pressure altitrrde 
"rd 

;;;Tt,re values and the ,etected cruise power strould now be

utilized to determine the tnre .ir;;a ir; tne appropriate speeo power graph (Fieure 5'19 0r

s-2 t).
Calculatethecruisefirelflowforthecruisepowersettingfromtheinformationprovidedby

the Avco Lycoming Operator's Manual'

The cruise time is found by dividing q" qu's:. distance by the cruise speed and the cruise

fuel is rowrd'6 ;itiplyi"t tne truise fuJt flow by the cruise time'

The cruise calculations established for the cruise scgrrrnt of otrr flight planning example are

as follows:
(l) Total Distancc
(2) Cruise Dirtutcc

(eXl) minili?XO minus (dX2)' (314 minus tl'5 minus 20'6)

(3) Cruise Power
(4) Cruise SPeed

isi Cruise Fuel ConnrmPtion
(6) Cruise Time

(eX2) dividcd by (eX4), (2E2 nautical milcs dividcd bv I t0 KTS)

(7) Cruise Fuel
te)tSl muitiplied bv (eX5)' (?'6 GPH multiplied bv 2'56 hrs')

314 nautical miles

282 nautical miles
65Vonted Power

I lO KTS TASI*
7.6 GPH

2.56 hrs.

19.5 gal.

XEPORT: Vrz9O
5-5

rrefercnce Figure 5-29
rrrefercnce Figge 5-21
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(D Total Fli&r Trme

The total flight time is determined by adding the time to climb, the time to descend and thecruise time. Remember! The time values 
'taken 

from the climb and i.r.r"l'er.phs are in minutesand must be converted to hours before adding them to the cruise ume. 
---'-

The fonowing flight time is required for our flight pranning example.(l) Total Flieht Time
(cX3) plus (d)(t) plus (eX6), (.14 hrs. plus.14 hrs. ptus 2.56 hrs.) 2.g4 hrs.

(g) Total Fuel Required

Determine the total fuel required by adding the fuel to climb, the fuel to descend and thecruise fuel. When the total fuel (in gallons) i, -a"iirmineO, 
mrliUpfv'iru. ,rfre by 6 lb/gal todetermine the total fuel weight ur.a fJ, tfr. nigfrt. 

- ---"-

The total fuel calculations for our example flight plan are strown below.(l) Total Fuel Required
(c)(5) plus (dX3) ptus (e)(7), (_t^ga_t. ptus I gat..plus t9.5 gal.) 21.5 gat.

(21.5 gal. multiplied by 6 lb/gal.) 129 tbs.

RENOBTJYETIO
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I
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5.7 PERFORMANCE GRAPHS
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UJT$DE llR TEtP.-ot

fiItSlIlE llR I[ilP.-oC

Example:
Climb pressure altitude: 3600 ft.
OAT: 30oF
Rate of climb: 620 F.P.M.

PA-28-I 8t

CLIMB PERFORMANCE

Figure 5-13

REFORT: V&790
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GUlMlB PERiF@RMANCE
IULL THRIITTI.E, ILAPS UP, 76 IfiAS

2550 tBS.GROSS |VEIGHT
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lEs0t uTt cHur{B -r5.,750 rT.
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AIR IEllP.-'f
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Tttt, olsTAllct Allll RITL T(l CIJTB
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Example:
Dejarture airport pressure altitude: 2000 ft'
Departure airport temPerature: 70o F
Cruise pressure altitude: 6000 ft.
Cruise OAT: 55'F
Time to climb: I1.5 min. minus 3 min. = 8.5 min'
Distance to climb: l6 miles minus 4.5 miles = I1.5 nautical miles

Fuel to climb: 2 gal. minus I gal. = I gal'

TIME, DISTAI\ICE AND FI'JEL TO CLII'IB

Figure 5-15

RERORT: VB-790
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$t8mE sPtEll-R.P.t.

ENGINE PERFORMANG (SERHL NOS. 2&779m0l TBROUGH 77906071

FiSure 5-17

ENG]NE
PERFOR,M]ANGE

BtsT PolvER mxTURt lUrilED T0

l0o'f Rtclt 0t PEAK t8ll.

Etsr Pllffin BtsI tc0il(ltY
7.8 55% 6.3
9.0 65% 7.6
t0.5 15Yo 8.E

{0 60 t0l
u,T$llt llR TEllP.-of

fl,rsrIlt llR I[tlP.-'C

Example:
Cruis€ pressure dtitude: 5500 ft.
Cruisc OAT: 4f F
Percent gower 65Vo
Engine RPM: 2440 RPM

ISS{JED: rLrNE lt, 1976
REVISED: It LY 12,1977
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ffiHt PtR tYc(lnHG ilstRucTt0tsltttllrtttllttt.
futt tt(lu utL0Is Ptt fi0un

tEsT P0ttR % P0mn BtsT tc0xllrY7.E lllo sJ
9.0 E5% ?.0
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Exampk:
Cruir prEssure altitu&: 5500 ft.
Cruirc OAT: 40'F
Percant power: 65Vo
Engine RPM: 2450 RPM
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Example:
Cruise pressure altitude: 5500 ft.
Cruise OAT: 30oF
Power: 557o
Tnre airspeed: 97.5 knots

ISSUED: JUNE 18,1fi6
REVISED: ruLY 12,1977

9EED FOWER - PERFORMANCE CRUISIE (SERIALNOS. 2E-779m01 THROUGH 77906,071

FigBtG 5-19
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Example:
Cruise pressurc altitrdc: 5500 ft.
Cruise OAT: 30'F
Power *ttine: 55%
True airspeed: l0l knots

REFORT: VB-79O
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Example:
Cruise pressure altihrde: 6000 ft.
Cruise OAT: 55oF
Power: 65Vo
Tnre airspeed: 110 knots

ISSTED: Jl,rNE lt, 1976
REYNIED: JLJLY 12, t977
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ISSIJED: Jl'rNE 18, 1976
REYISED: ruLY 12,1977

Examfle:
Cruise pressure altitude: 6000 ft.
Cruise OAT: 55'F
Power setting: 65%
True airspeed: I 16 knots

REFORT: I/8.790
s-u

SPEED POWER. ECONOMY CRUISE (SERIAL NOS. 2&TPOOOI AND UP)

Fisurc 5-22
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Example:
Cruise pressure altitude: 5500 ft.
Cruise OAT: 35oF
Power setting: 7570
Range (with reserve): 480 nautical miles
Range (no reserve): 535 nautical miles

ISSUED: JIJNE 18, 1976
REVISED: MAY23,l9t0

BEST POWER MDfftrRE RANGE ($r'Rrat NOS. 2S-779(xx)l THROUGfl 7790607)

FiSure 5-23
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Examplc:
Cruise pressure altitude: 5500 ft.
Cruise OAT: 35o F
Power setting:75V0
Range (with reserve): 505 nautical miles
Range (no reserve): 560 nautical miles

RESORT: VB.79O
5-26
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Example:
Cruisc pressure altitude: 3000 ft.
Cruise OAT: 35oF
Power setting: 657o

Range (with rescrve): 570 nautical miles
Rangc (no reserve): 650 nautical milcs.

ISllD: rt XE ra ftf
REYISED: MAY23,l9t0

BEST ECONOMY MIXTLJRE RIINGE (SERIAL NOS. 2&7790m1 TEROUC'H 779G5{J7t

FiStre 5'25
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Example:
Cruise pressure altitude: 3000 ft.
Cruise OAT: 35o F.
Power setting: 5570
Range (with reserve): 600 nautical miles
Range (no reservc): 670 nautical milcs

Rilf,E ]rAt ilCAt illts

BEST ECONOMY MDMURE RANGE (SERIAI, NOS. 2&TSXPOI AND UP)

Figure 5-25
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Example:
Cruise pressure altitude: 2000 ft.
Power setting: 657o

Endurance (with reserve): 5.5 hrs.
Endurance (no reserve): 6.1 hrs.

ISSUED: ruLY 12,1977
REVISED: MAY23,l9t0
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Example:
Cruise pressure altitude: 60(X) ft.
Cruise OAT: 55oF
Destination airport pressure altitudc: 2300 ft.
Dcstination airport temperature: 70o F
Fuel to descend: (2.0 gal. minus I gal.) = 1.0 gal'

Time to descend: (16 min. minus 7.5 min.) = 8.5 min'
Distance to descend (35 miles minus 14.5 miles) = 20.5 nautical miles

)

RERORT: 1'8790
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TIME, DISTAI{CE AI{D T'I,'EL TO DESCEND

Figure 5'29
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Example:
Cruise pressure altitude: E000 ft.
Terrain pressure altitude: 1500 ft-
Glide Range: 13 miles minus 2.5 miles = 10.5 nautical miles
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SECTION 6
WEICHT AND BALAi\iCE

SECTTON 6

WEIGHT AND BALANCE

6.I GENERAL

ln order to achieye the performance and flying characteristics *hich are designed-into the airplane. it

must be flown '*ith the weight and center of graritl'(C.G.) position within the approred operating rangc
(enrelope). Although the airp-lane offers flexibilitv of loading. it cannot be flown with the maximum number of
adult passengers. f-utt tuet tanks and maximum baggage. With the flexibilitl'comes responsibilitr. the pilot

must;nsureihat the airplane is loaded within the loading envelope before he makes a takeoff.

Misloading carries consequences for any aircraft. An overloaded airplane will not take off. climb or

cruise as well aI a properll, loaded one. The heavier the airplane is loaded. the less climb performance it uill
hale.

Center of gravity is a determining factor in flight characteristics. If the C.G. is too far foruard in anr

airplane. it ma1, be difficult ro rotate for takeoff or landing. If the C.G. is too far aft. the airplane mat'rotate
prematurely on takeoff or tend to pitch up during climb. Longitudinal stability will be reduced. This can lead

io inadl.ertint stalls and even spini. and spin recovery becomes more difficult as the center of gravitl' mores a[t

of the approved limit.

A properll- toaded airplane. however. witl perform as intended. Before the airplane is licensed. a basic

empty weight and C.G. locition is computed (baiic gmpty weight consists o^f the standard empty weight of the

airptine pius the oprional equipment). Using the basic empty weight and C.G. location. the pilot can determine

theweight and C.'G. position-for the loaded airplane by computing the total weight and moment and then

determining whether they are within the approved envelope.

The basic empty weight and C.d. location are recorded in the Weight and Balance Data Form ( Figure

f,5) and the Weigirt'and Eahnce Record (Figure 6-7). The current values should always be used. Whenever

new equipment iiadded or any modification work is done. the mechanic responsible for the work is required to

compure'a ne*, basic empry weight and C.C. position and to write these in the Aircraft Log Book and the

Weight and Balance Record. The owner should make sure that it is done.

A weight and balance calculation is necessary in determining how much-fuel or baggage can be boarded

\o a\ to kiep within allowable limits. Check calculations prior to adding fuel to insure against improper

loading.

The following pages are forms used in weighing an airplane and in-computing basic empty weight. C.G'

position. and usefui load. Note that the useful load includes usable fuel. baggage. cargo and passengers.

Following this is the method for computing takeoff weight and C.C.

ISSUED: JUNE lt, 1976
REVISED: MARCH 30, t9t4

REPORT: V&790
GI
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SECTION 6
WEIGHT AND BALANCE

6.3 ATR.PLANE WETGHING PROCEDURE

,{t the rime ol'licensing. Piper Aircraft Corporation prorides each airplane with the basic empn ircr-uht 
I

and center ol grarirl location. This data is supplied b1'Figure 6-5. I

The removal or addition of equipment or airplane modifications can affect the basic empty weight and

center of gravity. The following is a weighing procedure to determine this basic empty weight and center of

gravity location:

(a) Preparation

(l) Be certain that all items checked in the airplane equipment list are installed in the proper

location in the airPlane.

(2) Remove excessive dirt, gtrease, moisturc, foreign items such as rags and tools from the

airplane before weighing.

(3) Defuel airplane. Then open all fuel drains until all remaining fuel is drained. Operate engine

on each tank urtil au undrainable fuel is used and engine stops. Then add the unusable fuel

(2.0 gallons total, 1.0 gallons each wing)'

CAUTTON

Whenever thc fucl system is completely drained and fucl is re-

plcnished it wilt bc nicessary to run thc engine for a minimum of 3

minutes at 1000 RPM on eaih tank to eruure no air cxists in the fucl

suPPlY lines.

(4) Fill with oil to fitll capacity.

(S) place pilot and copilot seats in fourth (4th) notch, aft of forward position. Put flaps in the

fully retrac;d Gitfi;d.tt control surfaco in the neutrd position. Tow bar should be in

the proper locaiion and all cntrance urd baggage doors closcd.

(6) \veigh the airplane inside a closed building to ptEvcrlt etTors in scale readings due to wind'

(b) Leveling

( l) With airptane on scales" block main gear oleo pistons in the fully extended position'

(2\ Level airplane (refer to Figure 6.3) deflating nose wheel tire, to center bubble on level'

ISSUED: JUNE l& 1975
REVISED: MARCH 30" r9&{

REPORT: vB'790
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PA.2&T81, CHEROKEE ARCHER U

(c) Weighing - ,{rplane Basic Empty Weight

(l) With the airptane level and brakes released, record the weight shown on each scale. Deduct
the tare. if any. ttom each reading'

WEIGHING FORM

Figurc 5-l

(d) Basic Empty Weight Center of Gravity

( l) The following geometry applies to the PA-28-l8l airplane when it is level. Refer to Leveling
paragraph 6.3 (b).

. G. Arm
Level Points
(Fuselage)

78.4

Wing Leading Edge

R+L

The dahrm is 78.4 inches ahead of thc
wing leading edge at the interscction
of the straight and tapered section.A=

B=
LEYELING DIAGRAII{

Fieure 5'3

ISSIIED: rl,JNE lE, 1975.
REVISD: FEBRUARY 25, 1977

Scale Position and Symbol
Scale

Reading Tare
Net

Weieht

Nose Wheel (N)

Right Main Wheel (R)

l€ft Main Wheel (L)

Basic Empty Weight, as Weiehed (T)

-- A .a,l

31.0

109.7

REPORT: vD790
u
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SECTION 6
WEIGHT AND BALANCE

(l) -I'lte basic e mpty weight centcr of gravity (as weighed including optionalequipment, full oil
and unr.rsable f'uel) can be determined by the following formula:

C.Ci. Arrn = N(A)_+_(R + L)(B) inches
1'

Where: -['= N+R+L

ISSUED: JUNE 18, 1976
REYISED: JANUARY 20, 1977

REPORT: V&790
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WEIG}TT AND BAI-ANCE

PIPER ATRCRAFT CORPORATTON
PA-2&18I, CHEROKEE ARCHER II

6.5 WEIG}TTAND BAI.ANCE DATA AND RECORD

The Basic Empty Weight, C-'enter of Gravity Location a;rd Useful Load listed in lrigure 65 are for the

airplane as delivered from the factory. These figures apply only to the specific airplane serial number and

registration number shown.

The basic empty weight of the airplane as delivered from the factory has been entered in the Weight

and Balance Record (Figure 67). This form is provided to present the current status of the airplane basic

empty weight and a complete history of previous modifications. Any change to the permanently instailed

equipment-or modification which affects weight or moment must be entered in the Weight and Balance

Record.

REPORT: V8790
ffi

ISSUED: JUNE 18. 1975
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SECTION 6
WEIGHT AND BALANCE

MODEL PA.2&I81 CHEROKEE ARCHER tr

Airplane Serial Number J).?q? frS L 3
Regis

Date

tration 1.1um6s1 rVJ9.i5-S

a.2 /-7?

AIRPLANE BASIC EMPTY WEIGHT

*The standard empty weight includes full oil capacity and 2.0 gallons of unusable fuel.

" AIRPLANE USEFUL LOAD

(Gross lYei8ht) - (Basic Empty Wei$t) = Usetul Load

Normal Categorry (25501bs) - ( lbs) = lbs.

Utility Category (2130 lbs) - ( lbs) = lbs.

THIS BASIC EMPTY WEIGHT, C.G. AI.iD USEFUL LOAD ARE FOR THE AIRPLANE AS
LICENSED AT THE FACTORY. REFER TO APPR.OPRIATE AIRCRAFT RECORD WHE\
ALTERATIONS HAVE BEEN MADE.

WEIGIIT AND BAI..A,NCE DATA FORM

FiSure 6-5

ISSUED: JUNE lt, 1976
REVISED: MARCH 30, l9t4

REPORT: VB-790
G7

Item
Weight
(Lbs) x

C. G. Arm
(Inches Aft
of Datum)

Moment
(In-Lbs)

Standard Empry weight. |iffilr,.o l4/,f , t; P(,7 /3n I44
Optional Equipment

Basic Empty Weight
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6.7 WEIGHT AND BALANCE DETERMINATION FOR FLIGHT

(a) Add the weight of all items to be loaded to the basic empty weight.

(b) Use the Loading Graph (Figure 6-13) to determine the moment of all items to be carried in the

airplane.

(c) Add the moment of all items to be loaded to the basic empty weight moment'

(d) Divide the total moment by the total weight to determine the C.G. location.

(e) By using the figures of item (a) and item (d) (above), locate a point on the C.G. range and weight

graph ffig,ri. A,-f Sl. If the point falls within the C.G. envelope, the loading meets the weight and

balance requirements.

The center of gavity (c.G.) of this sample loading problem is at inches aft of the datum line'

Locate this poiit ( 
-' ' t on ttr" C.G. rarue and weight gaph. Since this point falls within the weight -

C.G. enveloie, this loading meets the weight and balance requirements'

IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF TIIE PILOT A}'{D AIRCRAFT OWNER TO TNSURE THAT THE

AIRPLANE IS LOADED PROPERLY.

rUtility Category Operation - No baqSagp or rc:u passengen allowed.

SAIITPLE IOADING PROBLEM (NORMAL CATEGORY)

FiSure 6-9

ISSUED: iUttg tE, 1976 REPTORT:1'D790
6ll

Weieht
(Lbs)

Arm Aft
Datum

(Inches)
Moment
(ln-Lbs)

Basic Empty Weieht

Pilot and Front Passenger 340.0 80.5 27370 
''.

Passengers (Rear Seats)f ,: 340.0 I r8.l 40154 i ;

Fuel (48 Gallon Maximum) 95.0

Baggage' r42.8

Total Loaded AirPlanc
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPOR{TION
PA.2&I8I, CHEROKEE ARCHER II

Basic Empty Weight

Pilot and Front Passenger

Passengers (Rear Seats)r

Fuel (48 Gallon Maximum)

Total Loaded Airplane

Arm Aft
Datum

(lnches)
Moment
(ln-Lbs)

80.s

Totals must be within approved weight and C.G. limits. It is the responsibiliff of the airplane owner and the
pilot to insure that the airplane is loaded properly. The Basic Empty Weight C.G. is noted on the Weight
and Balance Data Form (Figure G5). If the airplane has been altered, refer to the Weight and Balance
Record for this information.

*Utility Category Operation - No baggagp or leiu passengers allowed.

I{EIGHT AND BAI.Ai{CE LOADING FORM

Figure 6-l I

REFORT: VB-790
6.t2

ISSLJED: JUNE 18, 1976

Weight
(Lbs)

r 18.1

95.0

Baggage* 142.8
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RevisionWeight and Balance

Cole Aviation
Date3151202L

Tail# N29355

Model#Pa-28-181
Serial #28-7990563

Model/part#

Previous Data

Removed
PM1201

lnterim Data

lnstalled
149N1

Final Data

Weight 1568.321b

c.G.87.59
Useful Load 981.68

Serial# Description

85H61704 Lamar Starter

H-U111543 Hartzell Startcr

Ben Graham A&P #tr144195

Weight Arm

1570.42 87.50

-11.51b 17.4

1558.92 88.01

9.41b 17.4

1568.32 87.59

Moment

1374L1.75

-200.1

13721.1.65

163.56

131375.21

7'lr/ 3
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SECTION 7

DESCRIPTION AND OPERATICN

OF TTIE AIRPLANE AND ITS SYSTEIVTS

7.1 THE AIRPLANE

The PA-28-l8l Cherokee is a single+ngine, low-wing monoplane of all meial construction. It has

four-place seating, two hundred pound baggage capacity, and a 180 horsepower engine.

7.3 AIRFRAME

The basic airframe, except for a tubular steel engine mount, steel landing gear struts, and other
miscellaneous steel parts, is of aluminum alloy construction. The extremities - the wing tips, the cowling,
the tail surfaces - are of fiberglass or ABS thermoplastic. Aerobatics are prohibited in this airplane since the
structure is not desigrred for aerobatic loads.

The semi-tapered wings have a laminar flow type NACA 65 z4l5 airfoil. The wings are attached to
each side of the fuselage by insertion of the butt ends of the respective main spars into a spar box
carry-through which is an integral part of the fuselage structure, providing, in effect, a continuous main spar
with splices at each side of the fuselage. There are also fore and aft attachments at the rear spar and at an

auxiliary front spar.

7.5 ENGINE AND PROPELLER

The Cherokee l8l is powered by a four cylinder, direct drive, horizontally opposed engine rated at 180

horsepower at 27OO rpm. It is furnished with a starter, at 60 ampere, l4 volt alternator, a shielded ignition,
vacuum pump drive, a fuel pump, and a dry, automotive type carburetor air filter.

The exhaust system is made entirely from stainless steel and is equipped with dual mufflen. A heater
sluouri around the mufflers is provided to srpply heat for the cabin and windshield defrosting.

The fixed-pitch propeller is made from a one-piece alloy forging.

ISSUED: JLJNE 18, 1976
REVISED: MAY 23' l9t0

REPTORT: VB-79O
7-l
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/t

MAIN WHEEL ASSEMBLY

Figure 7-l

REPTORT: YF79O
7-2

ISSLJED: TLJNE 18, 1976
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATTON

7.7 LANDTNG GEAR

The three landing gears use Cleveland 6.00 x 6 wheels, the main gear wheels (Figure 7-l) being
provided with brake drums and Cleveland single disc hydraulic brake assemblies. All three wheels use 6.00 x
6, four-ply rating, Type III tires with tubes'

The nose gear is steerable through a 30 degree arc either side of center by use of the rudder pedals and

brakes. A spring device incorporated in the rudder pedal torque tube assembly aids in rudder centering and
provides rudder trim. The nose gear steering mechanism also incorporates a bungee assembly to reduce

steering effort and to dampen shocks and bumps during taxiing. A shimmy dampener is included in the

nose gear.

The three struts are of the air-oil type, with a normal extension of 3.25 inches ior the nose gear and

4.50 inches for the main gear.

The standard brake system for this Cherokee consists of dual toe brakes attached to the rudder pedals

and a hand lever and master cylinder located below and behind the left center of the instrument sub-panel.

The toe brakes and the hand brake have their own brake cylinders, but they share a common reservoir. The

brake fluid reservoir is installed on the top left front face of the fire wall. The parking brake is incorporated
in the master cylinder and is actuated by puling back on the brake lever, depressing the knob attached to

the left side of the handle, and releasing the brake lever. To release the parking brake, pull back on the

brake lever to disengage the catch mechanism and allow the handle to swing forward (refer to Figure 7-5).

REFORT: YB-790
7-3

ISSUED: JUNE 18, 1976
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FUGHT CONIROL CONSOLE

Figure 7-3

7.9 FLIGTIT CONTROLS

Dual controls are provided as standard equipment, with a cable system used between the controls and
the surfaces. The horizontal tail (stabilator) is of the all-movable slab type with a trim tab mounted on the
trailing edge of the stabilator to reduce the control system forces. This tab is actuated by a control wheel
on the floor between the front seats (Figurc 7-3).

A rudder trim adjustment is mounted on the rieht side of the pedestal below the throttle quadrant and
permits directional trim as needed in fii$t (refer to Figure 7-5).

The flaps are manually operated and sprindoaded to return to the up position. A past'center lock
incorporated in the actuating linkage holds the flap when it is in the up position so that it may be used as a

step on the right side. The flap will not support a step load except when in the full up position, so it must
be completely retracted when used as a step. The flaps have three extended positions, 10,25 and 40
degrees.

REBORT: VB-790
7_5

ISILJED: JLJNE lt, 1976
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7,II ENGINE CONTROLS

Engine controls consist of a throttle control and a mixture control lever. These controls are located on
the control quadrant on the lower center of the instrument panel (Figrrre 7-5) where they are accessible to
both the pilot and the copilot. The controls utilize teflon-lined control cables to reduce friction and
binding.

The throttle lever is used to adjust engine RPM. The mixture control lever is used to adjust the air to
fuel ratio. The engine is shut down by the placing of the mixture control lever in the full lean position. In
addition, the mixture control has a lock to prevent inadvertent activation of the mixture control. For
information on the leaning procedure, see the Avcel-ycoming Operator's Manual.

The friction adjustment lever on the right side of the control quadrant may be adjusted to increase or
decrease the friction holding the throttle and mixture controls or to lock the controls in a selected position.

The carburetor heat control lever is located to the right of the control quadrant on the instrument
panel. The control is placarded with two positions: "ON" (down), "OFF" (up).

REPORT: VF790
74

ISSUED: JLJNE lE, 1976
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CoNTROL QUADRANT AND CONSOLE

Figue 7-5

REPORT: V8790
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PA-28.181, CHEROKEE ARCHER tr

FUEL SELECTOR

Figure 7-7

7,13 FUEL SYSTEM

Fuel is stored in two twenty-five gallon (24 gallons usable) tanks which are secured to the leading edge
structure of each wing by sctews and nut plates.

The fuel selector control (Figure 7-7) is located on the left side-panel, forward of the pilot's seat. The
button on the selector cover must be depressed and held while the handle is moved to the OFF position.
The button releases automatically when the handle is moved back into the ON position.

An auxiliary electric fuel pump is provided in case of failure of the engine driven pump. The electric
pump should be on for all takeoffs and landings, and when switching tanks. The pump switch is located in
the switch panel above the throtfle quadrant.

The fuel drains strould be opened daily prior to first flight to check for water or sediment. Each tank
has an individual drain at the bottom, inboard rear corner.

A fuel strainer, located on the lower left front of the fire wall, has a drain which is accessible from
outside the nose section. The strainer should dso be drained before the first flieht of the day. Refer to
paragraph 8.21 for the complete fuel draining procedure.

REFORT: VB79O
7A

ISSLIED: JLJNE 18, 1975
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Fuel quantity and pressure are indicated on gauges located in a cluster on the left side of the
instrument panel.

An engine priming system is provided to facilitate starting. The primer pump is located to the immediate
left of the throttle quadrant (refer to Figure 7-5).

7,15 ELECTRJCAL SYSTEM

The electrical system includes a l4-volt, 60 amp alternator, a l2-volt battery, a voltage regulator, an
ovewoltage relay and a master switch relay (Figure 7-ll). The battery is mounted in a thermoplasticbox
immediately aft of the baggage compartment. The regulator and overvoltage relay are located on the
forward left side of the fuselage behind the instrument panel.

Electrical switches are located on the right center instrument panel, and the circuit breakers are

located on the lower right instrument panel. A rheostat switch on the left side of the switch panel controls
the navigational lights and the radio lights. The similar switch on the rieht side controls and dims the panel
lights.

Standard electrical accessories include a statter, electric fuel pump, stall warning indicator, cigar
lighter, fuel gauge, ammeter, and annunciator panel.

The annunciator panel includes alternator and low oil pressure indicator lights. When the optional ryro
system is installed, the annunciator panel also includes a low vacuum indicator light The annunciator panel
li&ts are provided only as a warning to the pilot that a system may not be operating properly, and that he
should check and monitor the applicable system gauge to determine when or if any necessary action is
required.

Optional elechical accessories include navigation lights, anti-collision light, landing light, instrument
lighting, and cabin dome light. Circuit; will handle the addition of communications and navigational
equipment.

WARNING

Strobe lights should not be operating when flying through overcast
and clouds sincc reflccted light can produce spacial disoricntation.
Do not operate strobc lights in closc proximity to ground, during
takeoff and landing.

The words "master switch' used hereaftcr in this manual indicate both sides of the switch; battery side*BAf and alternator side *ALT' are to bc depresscd simultaneously to OFF or ON as directed.

REPTORT: VF790
7-to

ISSUED: JLJNE 18,lYl6
REVISED: MAY23, t9t0
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unlike previous generator systems, the ammeter does not indicate battery discharge; rather it displays

in amperes the load pi...o-"" the alternator. with all electrical equipment off (except master switch) the

ammeter wrll be indicating the amount of charging current demanded by the battery. As each item of

electrical equipment jr-*-.0 on, the c.urrent will increase to a total appearing on the arnmeter. This totai

includes the battery,. The average continuous load for night flight, with radios on' is about 30 amperes'

This 30 ampere value. piur uppr&imately two amperes for a fully charged battery' will appear continuously

under these flight .onaitionr. The amount of current shown on the ammeter will tell immediately if the

altemator system i, lp.iuti"g normally,. as the amount of current shown should equal the total amperage

drawn by the equipment which is operating'

If no output is indicated on the ammeter during ftight, reduce the electrical load by tuming off all

unnecessary etectncat-eqrip..nt. Check both 5 ampere field breaker and 60 ampere output breaker and

,"r.i 6 open. tf n.ltn.i circuit breaker is open, turn off the "ALT" switch for I second to reset the

"".*"it# 
rehy. If ammeter continues to indicate no output, maintain minimum electrical load and

terminate flight as soon as practical-

CAUTION

Do not use cigar lighter receptacles as power sources for any devices

other than thi cigir lighters supplied with the airplane. Any other

device plugged into these receptacles may be damaged'

ISSUED: JUNE lt. 1976
REVISED: MARCH 30, l9t{

REPORT: vB'790
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7.17 VACUUM SYSTEM

The vacuum system is desigrred to operate the air driven gyro instruments. This includes the

directional and attitude gyros when installed. The system consists of an engine driven vacuum pump, a

vacuum regulator, a fiiter and the necessary plumbing'

The vacuum pump is a dry type pump which eliminates the need for an air/oil separator and its
plumbing. A sheai drive protects the pump from damage. If the drive shears, the gyros will become

inoperative.

The vacuum gauge, mounted on the right instrument panel to the right of the radios, provides valuable

information to the pilot about the operation of the vacuum system. A decrease in pr.essure in a system that
has remained constant over an extended period may indicate a dirty filter, dirty screens, possibly a sticking
vacuurn regulator or leak in system (a low vacuum indicator light is provided in the annunciator panel).

Zero pressure would indicate a sheared pump drive, defective pump, possibly a defective gauge or collapsed

line. In the event of any gauge variation from the norm, the pilot should have a mechanic check the system

to prevent possible damage to the system components or eventual failure of the system.

A vacuum regulator is provided in the system to protect the ryros. The valve is set so the normal
vacuum reads 5.0 t .l inches of mercury, a setting which provides sufficient vacuuln to operate all the gyros

at their rated RPM. Hieher settings will damage the gyros and with a low setting the gyros will be unreliable.

The regplator is located behind the instrument panel and is accessible from below the instrument panel.

REPTORT: V8790
7-15

IISUED: JTINE 18,lYl6
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7,19 INSTRUMENT PANEL

The instrument panel (Figure l-15) of the Cherokee is designed to accommodate the customary

advanced flight instruments and the normally required power plant instruments. The artificial horizon and

directional g]-ro are vacuum operated through use of a vacuum pump installed on the engine, while the turn
and bank instrument is electrically operated. A vacuum gauge is mounted on the far right side of the

instrument panel. The radios and circuit breakers are on the right hand instrument panel. Extra circuits are

provided for the addition of optional radio equipment. An annunciator panel is mounted in the upper

instrument panel to wam the pilot of a possible malfunction in the alternator, oil pressure, or vacuum

systems.

REBORT: Y&790
7-16

ISSLIED: JLjNE i8, 1976
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7.21 PITOT.STATIC SYSTEM

The system supplies both pitot and static pressure for the airspeed indicator, altimeter, and the
optional vertical speed indicator (Figure 7-17).

Pitot and static pressure are picked up by a pitot head installed on the bottom of the left wing and
carried through pitot and static lines within the wing and fuselage to the gauges on the instnrment panel.

An alternate static source is available as optional equipment. The control valve is located below the
left side of the instrument panel. When the valve is set in the alternate position, the altimeter, vertical speed
indicator and airspeed indicator will be using cabin air for static pressure. The storm window and cabin
vents must be closed and the cabin heater and defroster must be on during alternate static source operation.
The altimeter error is less than 50 feet unless otherwise placarded.

Both the pitot and static lines can be drained through separate drain valves located on the left lower
side of the fuselage interior.

A heated pitot head, which alleviates problems with icing and heavy rain, is available as optional
equipment. The switch for the heated pitot head is located on the electrical switch panel to the left of the
right control wheel.

To prevent bugs and water from entering the pitot and static pressure holes, a cover strould be placed
over the pitot head. A partially or completely blocked pitot head will give erratic or zero readings on the
instruments.

NOTE

During the preflight, check to make sure the pitot cover is
removed.

R-EIORT: VB-790
7-18

ISSLJED: JLrNE 18,IYI6
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SECTTON 7
DESCRIPTION AND OPER,ATION

7,23 HEATING AND VENTILATING SYSTEM

Heat lor the cabin interior and the defroster system is provided by a heater muff attached to the

exhaust system (Figure i-lg).The amount of heat desired can be regulated with the controls located on the

far right side of the instrument panel'

The air flow can be regulated between the front and rear seats by levers located on top of the heat

ducts next to the console.

Fresh air inlets are located in the hading edge of thc wing ncrr the fuselage,.An adjustable outlet is

located on the side of the cabin near the floor at each seat location; overhead air outlets are offered as

optional equipment. Air is exhausted through an outlet under the rear seat. A cabin air blower,

incorporateA in ttte ventilating system, is also available as optional equipment. An optional overhead

,entilating rystem with a cabin air blower is aveileble on models without air conditioning. This blower is

operated 6y a "FAN" switch with 4 positians - "OFF," "LOW," 'X{ED," or "HIGH."

CAUTION

when cabin heat is operated, heat duct surface becomes hot. This

could result in bumJ if arms or legs are placed too close to heat

duct outlets or surface.

7.25 CABIN FEATURES

For ease of entry and exit and pitot-passenger comfort, the front seats are adjustable fore and aft. The
rear scats may be removed to provide room for bulky items. Rear seat installations incorporate leg retainers
with latching mechanisms which mr.rst be released before the rear seats can be removed. Releasing the

retaincrs is accomplished on earlier models by turning the latching mechanisms 90' with a coin or
screwdriver. Releasing the retainers is accomplished on later models by depresing the plunger behind each

rear lcg Armrests are also provided for the front seats. All seats are available with optional heatirests end

optional vertical adjustment may be added to the front seats.

The cabin interior includes a pilot storm window, two sun visors, ash trays, two map pockets, and
pockets on the backs ofeach front seat.

A single strap sfuoulder hamess controlled by an inertia reel is standard equipment for the front seats,

and is offeied as an option for the rear seats. The shoulder strap is routed over tJte stroulder adjacent to the

windows and attached to the lap belt in the general area of the person's inboard hip.

A check of the inertia reel mechanism is made by pulling strarply on the strap. The reel will lock in
place under this test and prevent the strap from extending. Under normal movement the strap will extend

and retract as required.

ISSUED: JLJNE 18, 1976
REVISED: JULY 3, 1978
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7.27 BACfiAGE AREA

A 24 cubic foot baggage area. located behind the rear seats, is accessible either from the cabin or
through an outside baggage door on the right side of the aircraft. Maximum capacity is 200 pounds.
Tie-down straps are provided and should be used at all times.

NOTE

It is the pilot's responsibility to be sure when the baggage is loaded
that the aircraft C.G. falls within the allowable C.G. Range (refer
to Section 6 - Weight and Balance).

7.29 STALL I{ARNING

An approaching stall is indicated by a stall warning hom which is activated between five and ten knots
above stall speed. Mild airframe buffeting and gentle pitching may also precede the stall. Stall speeds are
slrown on graphs in the Performance Section. The stall warning horn emits a continuous sound and is
activated by a lift detector installed on the leading edge of the left wing. Dunng preflight, the stall warning
Jystem should be checked by tuming the master switch "ON," lifting the detector and checking to
&termine if the hom is actuated.

7.3I FINISH

All exterior surfaces are primid with etching primer and finished with acrylic lacquer.

REPORT: VB-790
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7.33 AIR CONDITIONING*

The air conditiontng system is a recirculating air system. The major items include: evaporator,

condenser, compressor. blower. switches and temperature controls'

The evaporator is located behind the left rear side of the baggage compartment. This cools the air that

is used for air conditioning.

The condenser is mounted on a retractable scoop located orr the bottom of the fuselage and to the rear

of the baggage compartment area. The scoop extends when the air conditioner is "ON" and retracts to a

flush position when the system is "OFF."

The compressor is mounted on the forward right underside of the engine. Ii has an electric clutch
which automatically engages or disengages the compressor to the belt drive system of the compressor.

An electricai blower is mounted on the aft side of the rear cabin panel. Air from the baggage area is

drawn through the evaporator by the blower and distributed through an overhead duct to individual outlets
located adjacent to each occupant.

The switches and temperature control are located on the lower right side of the instrument panel in
the climate control center panel. The temperahrre control regulates the desired temperature of the cabin.

Turn the control clockwise for increased cooling, counterclockwise for decreased cooling.

Located inboard of the temperaturc control is the fan speed switch and the air conditioning
"ON-OFF" switch. The fan can be operated independenfly of the air conditioning. However, it must be on

for air conditioner operation. Turning either switch off will disengage the compressor clutch and retract the

condenser door. Cooling air should be felt within one minute after the air conditioner is turned on.

NOTE

If the system is not operating in 5 minutes, turn the system
"OFF" until the fault is corrected.

The "FAN" switch allows operation of the fan with the air conditioner turned "OFF" to aid cabin air
circulation if desired. A "LOW," '.MED" or "HIGH" flow of air can be selected to the air conditioner
outlets located in the overhead duct. The outlets can be adjusted or turned off by each occupant to regulate

individual cooling e ffect.

The "DOOR OPEN" indicator light is located to the left of the radio stack in front of the pilot. The

light illuminates whenever the condenser door is open and remains on until the door is closed.

A circuit breaker located on the circuit breaker panel protects the air conditioning electrical system.

Whenever the throttle is in the full throttle position, it actuates a micro switch which disengages the

compressor and retracts the scoop. This is done to obtain maximum power and maximum rate of climb.
The fan continues to operate and the air will remain cool for approximately one minute. When the throttle
is retarded approximately ll4 inch, the clutch will engage and the scoop will extend, again supplying cool,
dry air.

rOptional equipment

REPORT: vB-790
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7.35 PIPER EXTERNAL POWER{'

An optional starting installation known as Piper External Power (PEP) is accessible through a
receptacle located on the right side of the fuselage aft of the wing. An external battery can be connected to
the socket. thus allowing the operator to crank the engine without having to gain access to the airplane's
battery.

7.37 EMERGENCY LOCATOR TRANSMITTER'

The Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT) when installed, is located in the aft portion of the fuselage just
below the stabilator leading edge and is accessible through a plate on the right side of the fuselage. This plate
is attached with slotted-head nylon screws for ease of removal; these screws may be readily removed with a
variety of common items such as a dime, a key. a knife blade, etc. If there are no tools available in an emergency
the screw heads may be broken off by any means. The ELT is an emergency locator transmitter which meets
the requirements of FAR 91.52.

A battery replacement date is marked on the transmitter to comply with FAA regulations, the battery
must be replaced on or before this date. The battery must also be replaced if the transmitter has been used in an
emergency situation or if the accumulated test time exceeds one hour, or if the unit has been inadvertently
activated for an undetermined time period.

NOTE

If for any reason a test transmission is necessary, the test trans-
mission should be conducted only in the first five minutes of any
hour and limited to three audio sweeps. If the tests must be made at
any other time, the tests should be coordinated with the nearest
FAA tower or flight service station.

NARCO ELT IO OPERATION

On the ELT unit itself is a three position switch placarded "ON,"OFF'and *ARM." The ARM position
sets the ELT so that it will transmit after impact and will continue to transmit until its battery is drained. The
ARM position is selected when the ELT is installed in the airplane and it should remain in that position.

To use the ELT as a portable unit in an emergency, remove the cover and unlatch the unit from its
mounting base. The antenna cable is disconnected by a lcft quarter-turn of the knurled nut and a pull. A sharp
tug on the two small wires will break them loose. Deploy the self-contained antenna by pulling the plastic tab
marked *PULL FULLY TO EXTEND ANTENNA." Move the switch to ON to activate the transmitter.

In the event the transmitter is activated by an impact, it can only be turned off by moving the switch on the
ELT unit to OFF. Normal operation can then be restored by pressing the small clear plastic reset button
located on the top of the front face of the ELT and then moving the switch to ARM.

A pilot's remote switch located on the left side pancl is provided to allow the transmitter to be turned on
from inside the cabin. The pilot's remote switch is placarded "ON" and'ARMED.'The switch is normally in
the ARMED position. Moving the switch to ON will activate the transmitter. Moving rhe switch back to the
ARMED position will turn off the transmitter only if the impact switch has not been activated.

'0ptional equipment

REFORT: VB-790
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The ELT should be checked to make certain the unit has not been activated during the ground check.
Check by selecting I 2 I .50 M H z on an operating receiver. I f there is an oscillating chirping sound, the E LT mav
have been activaGd and should be turned off immediately. This requires removal of the access cover and
moving the switch to OFF, then press the reset button and return the switch to ARM. Recheck with the
recciver to ascertain the transmitter is silent.

CCC CIR I I-2 OPERATION

On the unit itself is a three position selector switch placarded "OFF," *ARM" and "ON." The ARM
position is provided to set the unit to the automatic position so that it will transmit only after impact and will
iontinue totransmit until the battery is drained to depletion or until the switch is manually moved to the OFF
position. The ARM position is selected when the transmitter is installed at the factory and the switch should
iemain in that position whenever the unit is installed in the airplane. The ON position is provided so the unit
can be used as a portable transmitter or in the event the automatic feature was not triggered by impact or to
periodically test the function of the transmitter.

Select the OFF position when changing the battery, when rearming the unit if it has been activated for
any reason, or to discontinue transmission.

NOTE

If the switch has been placed in the ON position for any reason, the
OFF position has to be selected before selecting ARM. If ARM is

selected directly from the ON position, the unit will continue to
transmit in the ARM position.

A pilot's remote switch, located on the left side panel, is provided to allow the transmitter to be controlled
from inside the cabin. The pilot's remote switch is placarded "ON,"'AUTOi ARM" and *OFF/ RESET." The
switch is normally left in the AUTO/ ARM position. To turn the transmitter off. move the switch momentarily
to the OFF/ RESET position. The aircraft master switch must be ON to turn the transmitter OFF. To actuate
the transmitter for tests or other reasons, move the switch upward to the ON position and leave it in that
position as long as transmission is desired.

The unit is equipped with a portable antenna to allow the locator to be removed from the aircraft in case

of an emergency and used as a portable signal transmitter.

The locator should be checked during the ground check to make certain the unit has not been accidentally
activated. Check by tuning a radio receiver to 121.50 MHz. If there is an oscillating sound, the locator may
have been activated and should be turned off immediately. Reset to the ARM position and check again to
insure against outside interference.

ISSUED: ruf.IE 18, 1976
REVISED: APRIL 13,1979
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SECTION 8

AIRPL A].IE HAND UNG, SERVIC IN G AN D MAINTEN ANCE

8.1 GENERAL

This section provides general guidelines relating to the handling, servicing and maintenance of the

Archer II.

Every owner should stay in close contact with his Piper dealer or distributor and Authorized Fiper
Service Center to obtain the latest information pertaining to his aircraft and to avail himself of the Piper
Aircraft Senrice Back-up.

Piper Aircraft Corporation takes a continuing interest in having the owner get the most efficient use

from his aircraft and keeping it in the best mechanical condition. Consequently, Piper Aircraft from time to
tirne issues Service Bulletins, Service ktters and Service Spares Letters relating to the aircraft.

Service Bulletins are of special importance and should be complied with promptly. These are sent to
the latest registered owners, distributors and dealers. Depending on the nature of the bulletin, material and
labor allowances may apply, and will be addressed in the body of the Bulletin.

Service Letters deal with product improvements and service hints pertaining to the aircraft. They are

sent to dealers, distributors and occasionally (at the factory's discretion) to latest registered owners, so they
can properly service the aircraft and keep it up to date with the latest changes. Owners should give careful
attention to the Service Letter information.

Service Spares [rtters offer improved parts, kits and optional equipment which were not available
originally and which may be of interest to the owner.

If an owner is not having his aucraft serviced by an Authorized Piper Sewice Center, he should
periodically check with a Piper dealer or distributor to find out the latest information to keep his aircraft
up to date.

Piper Aircraft Corporation has a Subscription Service for the Service Bulletins, Service l-etters and
Service Spares Letters. This service is offered to intercsted persons such as owners, pilots and mechanics at a
norninal fee, and may be obtained through Piper dealers and distributors.

A service manual, parts catalog, and revisions to both, are available from your Piper dealer or
distributor. Any correspondence regarding the airplane should include the airplane model and serial number
to insure proper rcsponse.

REFORT: VE79O
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8.3 AIRPLAI{E INSPECTION PERIODS

The Fcdcr.l Ariatign Administration (FAA) occasionallv publishes Airworthiness Directives (ADs)

that applr r,, .p..i5c!r"rp. "r aircratL They are mandatory changes and are to be complied with within a

time limit sr.t br, ,r,. ii.r.'wr.r.n an AD is isiued. it is sent b1' the FAA to the latest registered owner of the

affected aircrat't and also ro subscribers of their service. The owner should periodicallv check uith his Piper

dealer or A & p meJanic to see u'hether he has the latest issued AD against his aircraft.

The ou,ner Ser,,ice Agreement which the owner receives upon delivery of the aircralt should be kept

in the aircraft ut utt iirn.r.ittir identifies him to authorized Piper dealers and entitles the owner to recei\e

ser'ice in accordan.. *i,t, the regular service agreement termi. This agreement also entitles the transient

owner full uarrantl' b1' anv Piper dealer in the world'

One hnndred hour inspections are required by law if the aircraft is used commercially. otherwise this

inspection is left to the discretion of the own"r. This inspection is a complete check of the aircraft and its

,vrirrr, ana *routa b" .."o*plished by a Piper Authorized Service Center or by a qualified aircraft and

power plant mechanic who owns or works foi a reputable repair shop. The inspection is listed, in detail' in

ihe inspection report of the appropriate Service Manual'

fui annual inspection is required once a year to keep the Airworthiness Certificate in eft'ect. It is the

same as a l0Ghoui inspection except that it must be signed by an lnspection Authorized (IA) mechanic or

a General Aviation pistrict Office tCnpOl representative. This inspection is required whether the aircraft is

operated commercially or for pleasure.

A progressive Maintenance progfirm is approved by__the FAA and is available to the owner. It involves

routine and detailed inspectionj at-S&hour intervals. The purpose of the program is to allow maximum

utilization of the aircrafi, to reduce maintenance inspection cost and to maintain a maximum standard of
continuous airworthiness. Complete detaiis are available frcm Piper dealen'

A spectographic analysis of the oil is available from several sources. This system, if used intelligently,

provides a gooa iUect< of the intemal condition of the engine. For this system to be accurate, oil samples

must be sent in at regular intervals, and induction air filten must be cleaned or changed regularly.

ISSUED: JUNE lt, 1975
REVISED: MARCH 30, l9t4
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8.5 PREVENTTVE MAINTENAI{CE

The hotder of a pilot certilicate issued under FAR Part 6l mav perform certain prerentil'e m.aintenance

described in F,AR prrl +l rhis maintenance mal'be performed onlv on an aircraft which the pilot owns or

;p;;;;;;d uhich is not used to carrv persons or propertv for hire. except as prorided in applicable FAR's.

niit o,igrr.uch maintenon.. is atlowed Lv law. eac-h indiridualshould make a self-analvsis as to vvhether he

has the abilitl to perform the lr'ork'

All other maintenance required on the airplane should be accomplished by appropriatel} licensed

pe rso n ne l.

lf maintenance is accomplished. an entry must be made in the appropriate logbook. The entr\ should

c0ntain:
l. The date the work was accomplished'
2. DescriPtion of the work.
3. Number of hours on the aircraft'
4. The certificate number of pilot performing the work'
5. Signature of the individual doing the work'

REPORT: vB-790
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8.7 AIRPLANE ALTERATIONS

If the owner desires to have his aircraft modified, he must obtain FAA approval for the alteration.

Major alterations accomplished in accordance with Advisory Circular 43.13'2, when performed by ur A & P
*.ih"rri., may be approved by the local FAA office. Major alterations to the basic airframe or systems not

covered by AC $.i:2 require a Supplemental Type Certificate.

owner or pilot is required to ascertain that the following Aircraft Papers are in order and in the

To be displayed in the aircraft at aU times:
( I ) Aircraft Airworthiness Certificate Form FAA-8 10G2.
(2) Aircraft Registration Certificate Form FAA-8050-3.
(3) Aircraft Radio Station License if transmitters are installed'

The
aircraft.

(a)

(b) To be carried in the aircraft at all times:
( l) Pilot's OPerating Handbook.
(2) Weight and Balance data plus a copy of the latest Repair and Alteration Form

FAA-33 7, if applicable.
(3) Aircraft equiPment list.

Although the aircraft and engine logbooks are not required to be in the aircraft, they should be made

available upon request. Logbooks should be complete and up to date. Good records will reduce

maintenance cost by grving the mechanic information about what has or has not been accomplished.

REPORT: VF79O
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8.9 GROUND HANDLING

(a) Towing

The airplane may be moved on the ground by the use of the nose wheel steering bar that is
stowed below the forward ledge of the baggage compartment or by power equipment that wiil
not damage or excessively strain the nose gear steering assembly. Towing lugs are incorporated as

part of the nose Par fork.

CAUTION

When towing with power equipment, do not tum the nose gear
beyond its steering radius in either direction, as this will result in
damage to the nose geiu and steering mechanism.

CAUTION

Do not tow the airplane when the controls are secured.

In the event towing lines ar€ necessary, ropes should be attached to both main gear struts as

high up on the tubes as possible. Lines should be long enough to clear the nose and/or tail by not
less than fifteen feet, and a qualified person should ride in the pilot's seat to maintain control by
use of the brakes..

(b) Taxiing

Before attempting to taxi the airplane, ground personnel sltould be instructed and approved
by a qualified person authorized by the owner. Engine starting and shutdown procedures as well
as taxi techniques should be covered. When it is ascertained that the propeller back blast and taxi
areas are clear, power should be applied to start the taxi roll, and the following checks should be
performed:

( l) Taxi a few feet forward and apply the brakes to determine their effectiveness.
(2) While taxiing, make slight turns to ascertain the effectiveness of the steering.
(3) Observe wing clearance when taxiing near buildings or other stationary objects. If

possible, station an observer outside the airplane
(4) When taxiing wer uneven ground, avoid holes and ruts.
(s) nffi#ii*: :fflH,3l mfl[JT:,Hl1liix,.? jfrri#:;Tll:

propeller blades.

REPORT: V8790
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(c) Parkurg

Wlen parking the airplane, be sure that it is sufficiently protected from adverse weather

conditions and that it presents no danger to other aircraft. When parking the airplane for any

length of time or overnight, it is suggested that it be moored securely.
( I ) To park the airplane, head it into the wind if possible.

(2) Set the parking brake by pulling back on the brake lever and depressing the knob on

the handle. To release the parking brake, pull back on the handle until the catch
ciisengages; then allow the handle to swing forward.

CAUTION

Care should be taken when setting brakes that are overheated or
during cold weather when accumulated moisture may freeze a

brake.

(3) Aileron and stabilator contols should be secured with the front seat belt and chocks
used to properlY block the wheels.

(d) Mooring

The airplane strould be moored for immovability, security and protection. The following
procedures strould be used for the proper mooring of the airplane:

( l) Head the airplane into tlrc wind if possible.
(2) Retract the flaps.
(3) Immobilize the ailerons and stabilator by looping the seat belt through the control

wheel and pulling it snug.
(4) Block the wheels.
(5) Secure tiedown ropes to the wing tie-down rings and to the tail skid at approximately

45 degree angles to the ground. When using rope of non-synthetic material, leave

sufficient slack to avoid damage to the airplane should the ropes contract.

CAUTION

Use bowline knots, squate knots or locked slip knots. Do not use

plain slip knots.

NOTE

Additional preparations for high winds include using tiedown
ropes from the landing gear forks and securing the rudder.

(6) tnstall a pitot head cover if available. Be sure to remove the pitot head cover before
flisht.

(7) Cabin and baggagB doors should be locked when the airplane is unattended.

REPTORT: V8790
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8.11 ENGINE AIR FILTER

(a) Removurg Engrne Air Fiiter

( l) Remove the lower cowl.
(2) Remove the wing nuts securing the filter. Remove the {ilter.

(b) Cleaning Engine Air Filter

The induction air lilter must be cleaned at least once every 50 hours, and more often, even

daily, when operating in dusty conditions. Extra filters are inexpensive, and a spare should be

kept on hand for us€ as a rapid replacement.

To clean the filter:
( I ) Tap the filter gently to remove dirt particles, being careful not to damage the filter. DO

NOT wash the filter in any liquid. DO NOT attempt to blow out dirt with compressed
air.

(2) If the filter is excessively dirty or shows any damage, replace it immediately.
(3) Wipe the filter housing with a clean cloth and install the filter. The usable life of the

filter should be restricted to one year or 500 hours, whichever comes first.

(c) Installation Of Engine Air Filter

After cleaning or when replacing the filter, install the filter in the reverse order of removal.

8.I3 BRAKE SERYTCE

The brake system is frlled with MIL-H-5606 (petroleum base) hydraulic brake fluid. The fluid level
should be checked periodically or at every 50 hour inspection and replenished when necessary. The brake
reservoir is located on the f're wall in the engine compartment. If the entire system must be refilled, fill
with fluid under pressure from the brake end of the system. This wiU eliminate air from the system.

No adjustment of the brake clearances is necessary. If after extended service brake blocks become
excessively worn, they should be replaced with new segments.

REPORT: VF79O
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
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8.15 LANDING GEAR SERVICE

The three landing gears use Cleveland Aircraft Producrs 6.00 x 6, four-ply raring, rype III rires andtubes. (Refer ro paragraph 8.23.)

Wheels are removed by taking off the hub cap, cotter pin, axle nut, ancl the two bolts holding the
brake.segment in place. Mark tire and wheel for reinstallition; then dismount by deflating rhe tire,
removing the three through-bolts from the wheel and separating the wheel halves.

Landing gear oleos on the Cherokee Archer II should be serviced according to the instruoions on the
units. The main oleos should be extended under normal static load until 4.50 i .50 inch_es of oleo piston
tube is exposed, and the nose gear should show 3.25 + .2-5 inches. Should the strur exposure be below that
required, it should be cletermined whether air or oil is required by first raising the airplane on jacks. Depress
the valve core to allow air to escape from the strut housing cham'ber. Remove-the filler plug aid slowly raise
the strut to full compression. If the strut has sufficient fluid, it will be visible up to the bottorn of the filler
plug hole ancl will thln require only proper inflation.

Should fluid be below the bottom of the filler plug hole, oil should be added. Replace the plug with
valve core removed;-attach a clear plastic hose to the valve stem of the filler plug ancliubmerge the'other
end in a container of hydraulic fluid. Fully compress and extend rhe strut seveial ti-.r, thus d[wing fluid
front the container and expelling air from the stiut charnber. To allow fluid to enter the bottom chamlber of
the main gear strut housing, the torque link assembly must be disconnected to let the strut be exrended a
minimum of 10 inches (the nose gear torque links need not be disconnectecl). Do not allow the strut to
extend more than l2 inches. When air bubbles cease to flow through the hose, compress the strut fully and
again check fluid level. Rernstall the valve core ancl filler plug, antl the main gear torque links, if
disconnected.

With fluid in the strut housing at the correct level, attach a strut pump to the air valve and with the
airplane on the ground, inflate the oleo strut to the correct height.

In jacking the aircraft for landing geal or other service, two hydraulic jacks and a tail stand should
be usecl. At least 2-50 pounds of ballast should be placed on the base of the tail stand before the airplane is
jacked up. The hydraulic jacks should be placed under the jack points on the bottom of the wing ind the
airplane jacked up until the tail skid is at the right .height to atrach the tail stand. After the taii stand is
attached and the ballast added, jackrng may be continued until the airplane is at the height desired.

T'he steering arnts from the ruclder pedals to the nose wheel are adjusted at the nose wheel by turning
the threaded rod end bearings in or out. Adjustment is normally accomplished at the forward end of the
rods and should be done in such a way that the nose wheel is in line with the fore and aft axis of the plane
when the rudder pedals and rudder are centered. Alignment of the nose wheel can be checked by pushing
the airplane back and forth with the rudder centered to determine that the plane follows a perfectly
straight line. The turning arc of the nose wheel is 30.0' + 2o in either direction and is limited by stops on
the bottom of the torging.

The rudder pedal arm stops shoulcl be carefully ad.iusted so that the pedal arms contact the stops just
after the rudder hits its stops. This guarantees that the rudder will be allowed to move through its full
travel.

REPORT: VB-790
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA.28.18I, CTIEROKEE ARCHER II

SECTION 8
HANDLING, SERVICING AND MATNTEN ANCE

8.17 PROPELLER SERVICE

The spinner and backing plate should be frequently cleaned and inspected for cracks. Before each

flight the propeller should be inspected for nicks, scratches, and cortosion. If found, they should be

,.paired as-soon as possible by a rated_mechanic, since a nick or scratch causes an area of increased stress

t"trictr can lead to serious cracks or the loss of a propeller tip. The back face of the blades should be painted

when necessary with flat black paint to retard glare. To prevent corrosion, the surface should be cleaned

and waxed periodicallY.

8.19 OIL REQUIREMENTS

The oil capacity of the engine is 8 quarts and the minimum safe quantity is 2 quarts. It is recommended

that the oil filter element be changed every 50 hours or sooner under unfavorabli conditions. Engine oil is

normally changed with the filter. However, if the full flow (cartridge type) oil filter is used and changed every

50 houri of operation, the intervals beween oil changes may be increased as much as 100 percent. The following
grades are recommended for the specified temperatures:

Averap Ambient
Air Temperature

For Starting

Above 60oF
30o to 90oF

00 to 700F
Below l0oF

8.21 TUEL SYSTEI{

ISSUED: JUNE lt, 1975
REVISED: MARCH 30, l9E4

Singb
Vigrdty
Grade

SAE 50
SAE 40
SAE 30
SAE 20

hlulti-Viscosity
Grades

SAE 40 or SAE 50
SAE 40
SAE 40 or 20W-30
sAE 20W-30

(a)

(b)

Servicing Fuel System

Refer to thc PA-28 Chcrokce Scrvice Manual and Periodic Inspection Report for fuel system
serricing and inrpection.

Fuel Requirements (AVGAS ONLY)

Aviation grade fuel with a minimum octane of l00i 130 is specified for use in this airplane.
Since the use of lower grades can cause serious damage in a short period of time. the engine
warranty is invalidated by the use of lower octanes. Refer to the latest issue of Lycoming Service
Instruction No. l0?0 for alternate fuels and additional information.

REPORT: VB-790
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SECTION 8
HANDLING. SERVICING AND MAINTENANCE

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA.28.I8I. CHEROKEE ARCHER II

{summurr ot'thccurrc-ntgradesasuellasthepreriousfueldesignationsis.houhinthefollowing
cha rt:

FUEL GRADE COMPARISON CHART

Previous Commercial
Fuel Grades (ASTM-D9 l0)

Current Militarr
Fuel Grades (M lL-C-5572E)

Amendment \o. J

Max. TEL
Color ml U.S. gal.Grade

80 87
9l 98
r00 130
il5 145

REPORT: VB-790
&lls

Max. TEL
Color mt U.S. gal.

red 0.5
blue 2.0
green 3.0
purple 4.6

80 87 red
none none
100,130 green
ll5 145 purple

0.5
none

** 3.0
4.6

* -Grade l00LLfuel insomeoverseascountriesiscurrentlycoloredgreenanddesignatedas"100L."
**- Commercial fuel grade 100 and grade l00i 130 (both of which are colored green)having TEL

content of up to 4 ml U.S. galloh are approved for use in all engines certificated for use with
grade 100 130 fuel.

Thc operation of the aircraft is approved with an anti-icing additive in the fuel. When an anri-
icing additive is used it must meet the specification MIL-l-27686. must be uniformly blended with
the fuelu'hile refueling. must not exceed .15%by volume of the refueled quantity. and to ensure its
effectiveness should be blended at not less than .10%by volume. One and one half liquid ozs. per ren
gallon of fuel would fall within this range. A blender supplied by the additive manufacturer should
be used. Except for the information contained in this section, the manufacturer's mixing or blending
instructions should be carefully followed.

CAUTIONS

Assure that the additive is directed into the flowing fuel
stream. The additive flow should start after and stop
before the fuel flow. Do not permit the concentrated
additive to come in contact with the aircraft painted
surfaces or the interior surfaces of the fuel tanks.

Some fuels have anti-icing additives preblended in the
fuel at the refinery. so no further blending should be
performed.

Current Commercial
Fuel Grades (ASTM-D9 l0-75)

Max. TEL
Grade Color ml U.S. gal.

80 red 0.5
{'l00LL blue 2.0
I00 green **3.0
none none none

ISSUED: MARCH 30, l9t4
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
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SECTION 8

HANDLING. SERVICING AND MAINTENANCE

(c) Filling Ftre'l Tanks

Obsen e all required precautions for handling gasoline. Fuel is stored in two tu'entv-five gallon

(24 gal. usable) tanks'

Thereisapproximatell'lTgallonsinthefueltankwhenfuellevelisevenwithbottomoffiller
neck indicator.

ISSUED: MARCH 30, l9t4 REPORT: vB'790 I
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PIPE R AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA.2&I81, CHEROKEE ARCHER tr

FI.JEL DRAIN

Figure 8-3

(d) Draining Fuel Strainer, Sumps and Lines

The fuel rystem $rmps and strainer should be drained daily prior to the first flight and after
refueling to avoid the accumulation of contaminants such as water or sediment. Each fuel tank is
equipped with an individual quick drain located at the lower inboard reiu corner of the tank. The
firel strainer is equipped with a quick drain located on the front lower corner of the firewall.
Each of the fuel tank zumps shonld be drained first. Then the fuel strainer should be drained
twice, once with the fuel selector valve on each tank. Each time fuel is drained, sufficient fuel
should be allowed to flow to enstre removal of contaminants. This fuel strould be collected in a
suitable container, examined for contaminants, and then discarded.

CAI,JTION

When draining any amount of fuel, care should be taken to ensure
that no fire hazard exists before starting the engine.

Each quick drain should be checked after closing it to make zure it
has closed completely and is not leaking.

REBORT: YB79O
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(e) Draining Fuel SYstem

The bulk of the fuel may be drained from the system by opening the valve at the inboard

end of each fuel tank. Push up on the arms of the drain valve and turn counterclockwise to hold

the drain open. The remaining fuel in the system may be drained through the filter bowl' Any

individual tank may be drained by closing the selector valve and then draining the desired tank.

8.23 TIRE INFI.ATION

For maximum service from the tires, keep them inflated to the proper pressures - 18 psi for the nose

gear and 24 psi for the main gear. All wheels and tires are balanced before original installation, and the

ielationship of tire, tube and wheel should be maintained upon reinstallation. Unbalanced wheels can cause

extreme vibration in the landing gear; therefore, in the installation of new components, it may be necessary

to rebalance the wheels with the tires mounted. When checking tire pressure, examine the tires for weat,

cuts, bruises, and slippage.

8.25 BATTERY SERVICE

Access to the l2-volt battery is through an access panel at the right rear side of the baggage

compartment. The battery box has a plastic tube which is normally closed off with a cap and which sttould
be opened occasionally to drain off any accumulation of liquid. The battery strould be checked for proper
fluid level. DO NOT fill the battery above the baffle plates. DO NOT fill the battery with acid - use water
only. A hydrometer check will determine the percent of charge in the battery.

If the battery is not up to charge, recharge starting at a 4 amp rate and finishing with a 2 amp rate.

Quick charges are not recommended.

8.27 CLEAI{ING

(a) Cleaning Engine Compartnent

Before cleaning the engine compartment, place a strip of tape on the magneto vents to
prevent any sotvent from entering thes€ units.

( I ) Place a large pan under the engine to catch waste.
(2) With the engine cowling removed, spray or brush the engine with solvent or a mixture

of solvent and degreaser. In order to remove especially hearry dirt and geas€ deposits,
it may be necessary to brush areas that were sprayed.

CAUTION

Do not spray sohent into the alternator, vacuum PumP, starter, or
air intakes.

(3) Allow the solvent to remain on the engine from five to ten minutes. Then rinse the
engine clean with additional solvent and allow it to dry.

REPORT: VB-790
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CAUTION

Do not operate the engine until excess solvent has evaporated
otherwise been removed.

(4) Remove the protective tape from the magnetos.
(5) Lubricate the controls, bearing surfaces, etc., in accordance

Chart.

(b) Cleaning Landing Gear

Before cleaning the landing gear, place a plastic cover or similar material over the wheel and
brake assembly.

( l) Place a pan under the gear to catch waste.
(2) Spray or brush the gear area with solvent or a mixture of solvent and degreaser, as

desired. Where heavy grease and dirt deposits have collected, it may be necessary to
brustr areas that were sprayed, in order to clean them.

(3) Allow the solvent to remain on the gear from five to ten minutes. Then rinse the gear
with additional solvent and allow to dry.

(4) Remove the cover from the wheel and remove the catch pan.
(5) Lubricate the gear in accordance with the Lubrication Chut.

(c) Cleaning Exterior Surfaces

The airplane should be wastred with a mild soap and water. Harsh abrasives or alkaline soaps
or detergents could make scratches on painted or plastic zurfaces or could cause corrosion of
metal. Cover areas where cleaning solution could cause damage. To wash the airplane, use the
following procedure:

( l) Flush away loose dirt with water.
(2) Apply cleaning solution with a soft cloth, a sponge or a soft bristle brustr.
(3) To remove exhaust stains, allow the solution to remain on the surface longer.
(4) To remove stubborn oil and grrase, use a cloth dampened with naphtha.
(5) Rinse all surfaces thoroughty.
(6) Any good automotive wu( may be used to preserve painted surfaces. Soft cleaning

cloths or a. chamois strould be used to prevent scratches when cleaning or polishing. A
heavier coating of wa"r on the leading surfaces will reduce the abrasion problems in
these areas.

(d) Cleaning Windshield and lVindows

( l) Remove dirt, mud and other loose particles from exterior surfaces with clean water.
(2) Wash with mild soap and warm water or with aircraft plastic cleaner. Use a soft cloth

or sponge in a straight back and forth motion. Do not rub harsNy.
(3) Remove oil and grease with a cloth moistened with kerosene.

CAUTION

Do not use gasoline, alcohol, benzene, carbon tetrachoride,
thinner, acetone, or window cleaning sprays.

with the Lubrication

REPORT: VB-790
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(e) Cleaning

( l)

(2)

ISSLJED: Jt NE lE, 1976
REVISED: JULY 3, 1978

{4) Alter cleaning piastic surfaces, apply a tlln coat of hard polishing wax' Rub liehtly

*irt, u soft cloth. Do not use a circular motion'

{ 5) A severe scratch or mar in plastic can be removed by rubbing out the scratch with

j.*.t.t't rouge. Smooth both sides and apply wax'

Headliner, Side Panels and Seats

Clean headliner, side panels, and seats with
necessary.
Soiled upholstery, except leather, ma-y be

suitable for the material. Carefully follow
soaking or harsh n:bbing.

a stiff bristle brush. and vacuum where

cleaned with a good upholstery cleaner

the manufacturer's instructions. Avoid

CAUTION

Solvent cleaners require adequate ve ntilation'

(3) Leather should be cleaned with saddle soap or a mild hand soap and water'

(0 Cleaning CarPets

To clean carpets, first remove loose dirt with a whisk broom or vacuunl For soiled spots

and stubbom stains ,rs" a noninflammable dry cleaning fluid. Floor carpets may be removed and

cleaned like any househoid carpet'

8.29 COLD IVEATHER OPERATION

For cold weather operation a winterization plate is installed on the inlet opening of the oil cooler duct

on the riglrt rear .ngi"" t"rn.. This plate strouia be installed whenever the ambient temperature reaches

50o F or less. The-plate should be iemoved and stored in the cockpit when the ambient temperature

exceeds 50o F

It is recommended that an optiond Engine Breather Tube l{interization Kit be installed for cold

weather operation. This kit is availebh ftrou$ yotu Pipcr Dealer/Distributor'

REPORT: VB-790
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SECTION 9
SUPPLEMENTS

SECTION 9

SI.JPPLEIUENTS

9.1 GEI\.ERA,L

This section provides information in the form of Supplements which are necessary for efficient
operation of .the airplane when equipped with one or more of the various optional systems and equipment
not provided with the standard airplane.

All of the Supplements provided by this section are "FAA Approved" and consecutively numbered as

a permanent part of this Handbook. The information contained in each Supplement applies only when the
related equipment is installed in the airplane.

REPORT: VB'79O
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SECTION 9
SUPPLE]VtENTS

STJPPLEMENT I

AIR COND ITIONING INSTALLATION

SECTION I . GENERAL

This supplement supplies information necessary for the efhcient operation of the airplane when the

optional air cbnditioning system is installed. The information contained within this supplement is to be

uld "., described" in conjunction with the complete handbook'

This supplement has been "FAA Approved" as a perrnanent part of this handbook and must remain in

this handbooti at aU times when the optional air conditioning system is installed.

SECTION 2. LIMITATIONS

(a) To insure maximum climb perfornance the air conditioner must be turned "OFF" manually
prior to takeoff to disengage the compressor and retract the condenser door. Also the air

ionditioner must be tumed "OFF" manually before the landing approach in preparation for a

possible go-around.

(b) Placards
In full view of the pilot, in the area of the air conditioner controls when the air conditioner is

installed:

..WARNING . AIR CONDTTIONER MUST BE OFF TO INSURE
NORMAL TAKEOFF CLIMB PERFORMANCE.''

In full view of the pilot, to the right of the engine gauges (condenser door light):

..AIR COND DOOR
OPEN''

SECTION 3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

No changes to the basic Emergency Procedures provided by Section 3 of this Pilot's Operating

Handbook are necessary for this zupplement.

RERORT: YB-790
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SECTION 4. NOR,\IAL PROCEDURES

Prior to takeoff, the air conditioner should be checked for proper operation as follows:

(a) Check aircraft master switch "ON."

(b) Turn the air conditioner control switch to "ON" and the fan switch to one of the operating
positions - the "AIR COND DOOR OPEN" warning light will tum on, thereby indicating proper
air conditioner condenser door actuation.

(c) Turn the air conditioner control switch to "OFF" - the "AIR COND DOOR OPEN" warning
lieht will go out, thereby indicating the air conditioner condenser door is in the up position.

(d) If the "AIR COND DOOR OPEN" light does not respond as specified above, an air conditioner
system or indicator bulb malfunction is indicated and further investigation should be conducted
prior to night.

The above operational check may be performed during flight if an in flight failure is suspected.

The condenser door light is located to the rieht of the engine instrument cluster in front of the pilot.
The door light illuminates when the door is open and is off when the door is closed.

SECTION 5. PERFORMANCE

Operation of the air conditioner will cause slight decreases in cruise speed and range. Power from the
engine is required to run the compressor, and the condenser door, when extended, causes a slight increase in
drag. When the air conditioner is turned off there is normally no measurable difference in climb, cruise or
range perforrnance of the airplane.

NOTE

To insure maximum climb perfornance the air conditioner must
be turned off manually before takeoff to disengage the compressor
and retract the condenser door. Also the air conditioner must be
tumed off manually before the landing approach in preparation
for a possible go-around.

Although the cruise speed and range are only slightly affected by the air conditioner operation, these
changes strould be considered in preflight planning. To be conservative, the following figures assume that
the compressor is operating continuorsly while the airplane is airbome. This will be the case only in
extremely hot weather.

(a) The decrease in true airspeed is approximately 4 KTS at all power settings.
(b) The decrease in range may be as much as 32 nautical miles for the 48 gallon capacity.

REFORT: YB-790
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The climb performance is not compromised measurably with the air conditioner operating since the

compressor is declutched urd the condenser door is retracted, both automatically, when a full throttle
position is selected. When the full throttle position is not used or in the event of a malfunction which
would cause the compressor to operate and the condenser door to be extended, a decrease in rate of climb
of as much as 100 fpm can be expected. Should a malfunction occur which prevents condenser door
retraction when the compressor is furned off, a decrease in rate of climb of as much as 50 fpm can be

expected.

REFORT: VB-790
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SI.JPPLEMENT 2

AUTOFLME II AUTOPILOT INSTALLATION

SECTION I . GENERAL

This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of the airplane when the optional
AutoFlite II Autopilot is installed. The information contained within this srpplement is to be used "as

described" in coniunction with the complete handbook.

This supplement has been "FAA Approved" as a perrnanent part of this handbook and must remain in
this handbook at all times when the optional AutoFlite II Autopilot is installed.

SECTION 2. LIMITATIONS

(a) Autopilot use prohibited above 149 KIAS.
(b) Autopilot "OFF" during takeoff and landing.

SECTION 3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

(a) In case of malfunction DEPRESS and hold Disconnect switch on pilot's control wheel.
(b) RocLcr svitch on inrtnrmcnt prnel'OFF."
(c) Unit may be overpowered manudly.
(d) In climb, cnrise or &rccnt configrration e rnelfunction with a 3 rcond delay in recovery

initiation may res.rlt in 45o brnk and 180' dtihrde loss. Me"ximum altitude loss nrcasured at 149

KIAS in a descent.
(e) [n approach configuration a malfunction with a I second delay in recovery initiaton results in

I 8' bank and 10' altihrde loss.

SECTION 4. NORMAL PROCEDURES

(a) EnSrgerncnt
( I ) Rockcr Switch on bilnrment pael ' ON.
(2) Disconnect Switch on left hand side of pilot's control wheel - RELEASED.

(b) Disengagement
( I ) Depress Disconnect Switch on pilot's control wheel (or)
(2) Rocker Switch on instrument panel - OFF.

(c) Heading Changes
(l) Depress Disconnect Switch, make Heading Change, release Disconnect Switch.
(2) Move Trim Knob on irutnrment for Drift Correction from a constant heading.
(3) Move Tum Command Knob on instnrme'nt for right or left banked turns'

REPIORT: VB.79O
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(d) OMNI Tracker
( l) centel iurn command Knob and pustr IN to engage Tracker.

iZi Trim Knob - push IN for high sensitivity'

SECTION 5 . PERFORMANCE

No changes to the basic performance provided by Section 5 of this Pilot's operating Handbook are

necessary for this suPPlement'

REPORT: r/B-790
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SUPPLEIVIENT 3

AUTOCONTROL IIIB AUTOPILOT INSTALLATION

SECTION I . GENERAL

This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of the airplane when the optional
piper Ar-rtoC^ontrot IiIB Autopilot is installed. The information contained within this supplement is to be

,r.d "", described" in conjunction with the complete handbook'

This supplement has been "FAA Approved" as a perrnanent part of this handbook and must remain in

th.is handbook at all times when the optional Piper AutoControl IIIB Autopilot is installed.

SECTION 2. LIMITATIONS

(a) Autopilot use prohibited above 149 KIAS'
(b) Autopilot "OFF" during takeoff and landing'

3 - EMERGENCY OPERATION

In an emergency the AutoControl IIIB can be disconnected by:
( l) Pushing the roll ONOFF Rocker Switch "OFF."
(2) Pulling the Autopilot Circuit Breaker.
The autopilot can be overpowered at either control wheel.
An autopilot runaway, wittr a 3 second delay in the in^itiation of recovery while operating in a

climb, cruise or descending flight, could result in a 45' bank and 180'altitude loss. Maximum

altitude loss measured at 149 KTS in a descent.
(d) An autopilot runaway, with a I second delay in the initiation of recovery, during an approach

operation, coupled or uncoupled, could result in a l8o bank and l0'altitude loss'

SECTION 4. NORMAL PROCEDURES

PREFLIGHT

SECTION

(a)

(b)
(c)

(a) AUTOPILOT
(l) Place Radio Coupler in "HDG" Mode (if installed) and place the AP "ON{FF" switchto

the "ON" position to engage roll section. Rotate roll comrnand knob left and right and

observe that control wheel describes a coresponding left and right turn, then center knob.
(2) Set correct compass heading on D.G. and tum HDG bug to aircraft heading. Engage "HDG"

mode rocker so,itch and rotate HGD bug right and left. Aircraft control wheel should turn
same direction as bug. Grasp control wheel and manually override servo, both directions.

REPORT: VB-790
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(b) 
ffi"i1,:9:"tffi;1,ffI3|191'Vor statron, ?osition Radio couprer to oMNI Mode. Engage

ALrrolriiot ROLL and H-D6'r*it.r't.r. set HDG bug to aircraft heading and rotate o'B'S' to

cause olllNI indicator x..ol. to swing r.rt ana-ignt slowly' observe that control wheel

rotates in direction of needle movement'

(2) Disengage Ap'.oN-oFr".ui.rr. Reset Radio coupler control to HDG'

IN-FLIGHT

(.a) Trim airplane (batl centered)'

(b)Checkairpressurevacuuntoascertainthatthedirectionalgyroandattitudegyroarereceiving
sufficient air'

REFORT: VF790
9-10

(c) 
l;'+Tt:::age, center-B.LL.knob, push Ap "oN-oFF" switch to "oN" position' To turn'

rotate console ROLL rnoul, J.rired direction. (Maxim"m angle of bank should not exceed

(2\ i3r'}l'"utg mode' set directio,n"lg-lo I':l::*i.T"l1*'""T:ll'lrgA',"$l*fl#"?'"
knob in, rotate bug to uir.r-urt t..iing. purt .onlor. tt.uding rocker (I{DG) switch to "oN"

position.Toselectanew-aircrafthe-ading,pu,t,_p.c'headingknob..IN''androtate,in
aesireJ airection of turn' to the desired heading'

(d)RadioCoupling_voR/ILSwithStandarddirectionalgyro.(optional)\-/ irl t"''r?,:.Tf;'.t:::LffitrHilHi,* 
and set the HDG bug to the same heading. Select oMNI

*oo"'o, uor-;;;k, *d HDG Mode on the autopilot console.

(2) For ILS Front Course lntercepts and Tracking:

Tune the localizer frequency and-place the HDG bug on the inbouq!' front course

heading. Select LOC-NORil;A; on tht "oui"t "tO 
ffpC *ode on the autopilot console'

(3) F; id"ack Course ln-tercepts and Tracking:

fune the localizer frequ-ncy and place the HDG bug on the. inbound course heading to

the airport. serect LOC-R-ff .&' '"iit .oupi.r-Lo rmc mode on the autopilot console'

SECTION 5 . PERFORMANCE

No changes to the basic perfornance provided by Section 5 of this pilot's operating Handbook are

necessary for this suPPlement'

$SLJED: JUNE 18, 1976



PTPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA.28-I81, CHEROKEE ARCHER II

SI.JPPLEMENT 4

PIPER ELECTRIC PITCH TRIM

SECTION 1 . GENERAL

This supplement supplies information necessary for the operation of the airplane when the

piper Electric'pitctr Trim-i; installed. The information contained within this supplenient is to be

described" in conjunction with the complete handbook'

This supplement has been "FAA Approved" as a perrnanent part of this handbook and must

this handbooli at all times when the optional Piper Electric Pitch Trim is installed.

SECTION 9
SUPPLE\lENTS

SECTION 2 . LIIVtrTATIONS

No changBs of the basic limitations provided by Section 2 of this Pilot's Operating Handbook are

necessary for this supPlement

SECTION 3. EMERGEI'ICY PROCEDURES

(a) In case of malfunction. ACTIVATE disconnect sr,r'itch located above the ignition slritch. to OFF

position.
(b) in .ur. of malfunction. overpower the electric trim at either control wheel.

(c) Maximum ur,i,ua. change *ittr " 
4 second delay in recoverv initiation is tl00 feet and occurs in

rhe descenr configuratio-n. Maximum altitude ihange in the approach configuration uith a 4

second reco\erv delaY is 100 feet.

SECTION 4 - NORMAL PROCEDURES

The electric trim system may be turned oN or oFF by a switch located above the iSnition switch' The

pitch trim may be changed when ttre electric trim system is turned on either by moving the manual pitch

trim control wheel or by-operating the trim control switch on the pilot's control yoke. To prevent excessive

speed increase in ttre eveni of an electric trim run-away malfunction, the system incorporates an automatic

disconnect feature which renders the system inoperative above approximately 143 KIAS. The disconnected

condition does not affect the manual trim systern

SECTION 5. PERFORMANCE

No changes to the basic perfornance provided by Section 5 of this Pilot's Operating Handbook are

necessary for this supplement.

optionai
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PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PA.2&IEI. CHEROKEE ARCHER II

SECTIO\ I()
()Pt-R.\Tl\(, TIPS

SECTION 10

OPERATING TIPS

IO.I GE\ERAT.

Thi. .c.ction prorides operating tips of particular value in the operation ol the Cht'rokee ,{rchcr ll

I0..1 OPERATING TIPS

(a) Leam to trim for takeoff so that onty a very light back pressure on the control wheel is required

to lift the airplane off the ground.

(b) The best speed for takeoff is about 53 KIAS under norrnal conditions. Trying to pull the airplane

off the ground at too low an airspeed decreases the controllability of the airplane in the event of
engine failure.

(c) Flaps may be lowered at airspeeds up to 102 KLAS. To reduce flap operating loads. it is desirable

to have the airplane at a slower speed before extending the flaps. The flap step will not support
weight if the flaps are in any extended position. The flaps mwt be placed in the "LfP" position

before they will lock and support weight on the step.

(d) Before attempting to reset any circuit breaker, allow a two to five minute cooting off period.

(e) Before starting the engine, check that all radio switches, light switches and the pitot heat switch
are in the off position so as not to create an overloaded condition when the starter is engaged.

(0 Strobe lights strould not be operating when flying through overcast and clouds, since reflected
light can produce spacial disorientation. Do not operate strobe lights when taxiing in the vicinity
of other aircraft.

(g) The rudder pedals are suspended from a torque tube which extends across the fuselage. The pilot
should become familiar with the proper positioning of his feet on the rudder pedals so as to avoid
interference with the toryue hrbe when moving the rudder pedals or operating the toe brakes.

(h) In an effort to avoid accidents, pilots should obtain and study the safety related information
made available in FAA publications such as regulations, advisory circulars, Aviation News, AIM
and safety aids"

(i) The shape of the wing fuel tanks is such that in certain maneuvers the fuel may move away from
the tank outlet. If the outlet is uncovered, the fuel flow will be intemrpted and a temporary loss

of power may result. Pilots can prevent inadvertent uncovering of the outlet by avoiding
maneuvers which could result in uncovering the outlet.

ISSUED: JUNE lt. 1976
REVISED: MARCH 20, l9t4
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^-,,-^rr^ ^L^,,1,t r.o oynided es firel flow interruptlon may occur.
Extreme runnurg tuming takeoffs should be avoided as fuel flow interruption r

Prolonged slips or skids which result in excess of 2000 {t' of altitude loss' or other radical or

extreme maneuYers which could cause ,ntout*g of the fuel outlet must be avcided as fuel tlow

interruption *rv t.,,t when tar* b-;il;J it n6t r"rr'

er' should hand staning of the engine be

U) Hand starting of the cnglne is not recommended' howev 
toselectorshc.uld be

required. ontl .*p.ri.;;;;;.r;nelshould artempt this procedure. The magne

placed to".LEFT" during the starting"pro..aur. to ,educi the probabilitl' of "Kicr Back"- Piar:e the

ignition switch ,o;iOifi;; poii,1"ti after the engine 1'tu5 51xil-ed'

RE'PORIi vB-7e0
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